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ABSTRACT
The growing concerns regarding atmospheric toxins and their detrimental
effects on life establishes the necessity to identify and monitor them. Environmental
monitoring demonstrates an effective method to controlling the impact of
atmospheric pollutants using gas sensors. The Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM)
is one such device which has been widely used for detecting microgram level mass
changes in gas and liquid phase. In this research a novel approach to designing QCM
electrode configurations based on distributing the mass loading area to improve the
mass sensitivity is proposed. Conventional QCM designs comprise a circular
electrode configuration with an evenly distributed mass loading area. However, their
mass sensitivity distribution is found to be non-uniform due to the influence of the
energy trapping effect. The proposed concept involves identifying and localizing the
inherent energy trapping effect, to determine specific regions on the QCM providing
a higher resonant frequency shift. Selectively dispersing electrodes on these regions
of opportunity enables a higher resonant frequency shift for a lesser mass loading
area. In this work, Finite Element Analysis is used to design and evaluate the QCM
with a conventional circular electrode, ring electrode, the recently developed ringdot electrode, and the proposed novel electrodes based on Distribution of Area for
Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS). The results indicate that the newly developed
DAIS electrode configuration offers the ability to achieve a higher mass sensitivity
while retaining the uniformity distribution, for a reduced mass loading area in
comparison to the conventional QCM design.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Air pollution is found to be one of the major threats to life in the modern world.
The atmosphere comprises of several suspended toxic gases known to cause damage to
plant and animal life. Some of these gases namely Nitrogen Oxides, and Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) such as ethylene, toluene, benzene, and formaldehyde [1] are held
responsible for causing cancerous [2] and lung-related diseases [3], damaging vegetation
[4], and reducing air quality due to smog [5]. Research suggests that air pollution in general
lowers average human life span by a year globally [6]. Some of the major sources
producing airborne VOCs are found to be industrial production activities, fossil fuel
processing and transport, [7] and vehicular emissions [8]. On a minor scale, VOCs such as
ethylene and ethane are also emitted by specific plants under stress [9].
Environmental monitoring plays an important role in identifying and managing the
impacts of these atmospheric toxins to ensure the wellbeing of an ecosystem. Gradual
reduction of air pollution is also found to potentially increase life expectancy [4]. Early
detection of cancer and lung-disorder causing VOCs and biomarkers has proven effective
in mitigating life-threatening diseases [10]. Monitoring VOCs emitted by plants can help
identify stressed and diseased plants, and prevent environmental pathogens [11]. With
increasing human population and its subsequent social activities, it is imperative to monitor
its numerous impacts on the environment. Gas sensors prove to be a robust solution in
tackling the aforementioned problem statement.
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Gas sensors significantly amplify the scope for olfaction and are extensively
employed in environmental monitoring. These are classified based on their structure,
operating, and detecting mechanism. Among the several gas sensing technologies,
micromachined acoustic response sensors prove to be a strong candidate for sensing
analytes of low concentration [12]. These sensors operate based on mass detection and are
preferred for their smaller size, potential higher sensitivity and lesser power consumption
[13]. Hence, in this thesis, one such acoustic response based sensor termed the Quartz
Crystal Microbalance is investigated to improve the mass sensitivity and enhance sensing
performance. A novel concept for developing innovative QCM electrode configurations is
proposed to enable higher sensitivity detection of low concentration analytes.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
In this thesis, the quartz crystal microbalance is investigated as an acoustic response
sensor for achieving a higher sensitivity for gravimetric sensing applications. The structure
and working principle of the quartz crystal microbalance is analyzed and the critical design
parameters influencing the sensing performance is identified. Various electrode
configurations of the QCM are introduced and investigated based on their distinct merits
and functions.
The Sauerbrey’s equation is applied to relate the change in resonant frequency with
the added mass due to analyte interaction. The ratio of this change in resonant frequency
to the change in mass is termed as the mass sensitivity and this property is used to ascertain
the QCM’s sensing performance. Furthermore, the uniformity parameter is utilized to
analyse the radial distribution of mass sensitivity to determine the sensing performance
across the QCM surface. Based on previous research investigations, the uniformity
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distribution is seen to be proportional to the amplitude of particle displacement across the
QCM surface.
The critical design parameters influencing the device operation are identified and
investigated using Finite Element Analysis. COMSOL Multiphysics is utilized to
determine the influence of the critical parameters on the mass sensitivity of a conventional
QCM using Multiphysics simulations. The critical design parameters influencing mass
sensitivity are identified to be the radius and thickness of the quartz crystal, the radius and
thickness of the electrode, the electrode geometry, and the corresponding mass loading
area.
An innovative approach is utilized to investigate the influence of the mass loading
area on device mass sensitivity. The conducted investigation reveals specific areas on the
QCM which contributed a higher resonant frequency shift on mass loading. This is found
to happen as a result of the energy trapping effect, and the corresponding areas are
identified as regions of opportunity for mass loading to maximize mass sensitivity. The
analysis is further carried out for different electrode radii of the QCM to identify and
localize the energy trapping.
The mass sensitivity analysis is extended to various electrode configurations of the
QCM. Multiphysics simulations are carried out to analyse the resonant frequency of a 5
MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode configuration. The resonant frequency
shift for an added mass, and the amplitude of displacement across the QCM are used
determined to the mass sensitivity and uniformity distribution, respectively. In addition,
the sensing performance of newer advanced electrode configurations namely the ring
electrode and the recently developed ring-dot electrode configurations are investigated for
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their potential to enhance the uniformity distribution. A thorough comparison of the
aforementioned electrode configurations of the QCM based on their sensing performance
is carried out.
Furthermore, the areas of opportunity providing a higher resonant frequency shift
for a QCM with different electrode radii are identified and analysed. Based on the
conducted analysis a novel proof of concept approach based on dispersing the mass loading
area by identifying and entrapping the energy trapping effect is proposed. The proposed
innovative approach is employed for designing novel electrode configurations to
potentially enhance the QCM mass sensitivity while retaining the uniformity distribution.
The proposed QCM configurations are termed as electrodes based on Distribution of Area
for Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS). The DAIS electrode configurations are
additionally investigated for changing electrode sizes to attain an improved mass
sensitivity. Finally, the proposed electrode configurations are contrasted with the
conventional circular electrode, ring electrode and the ring-dot electrode configurations.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 investigates the design and operation of different types of commercially
available micromachined gas sensors. This section reviews the sensors based on their
working performance, merits, demerits, and applications to identify the critical parameters
of a gas sensor.
Chapter 3 reports a comprehensive investigation of the principle of operation and
structure of the quartz crystal microbalance. The quartz crystal cuts, vibration modes, and
the mechanical and electrical equivalent model of the QCM are presented. The parameters
governing the device performance namely uniformity and mass sensitivity are discussed in
detail along with their governing equations. The energy trapping effect observed in the
QCM is investigated to identify areas of opportunity in the QCM surface to improve the
mass sensitivity. The conventional circular electrode, ring electrode and recently developed
ring-dot electrode configurations of the QCM sensor are introduced.
In Chapter 4, the critical design parameters of the QCM which influence mass
sensitivity are identified. Mass sensitivity analysis procedure involving resonant frequency
shift is described. Multiphysics simulations are carried out to determine the resonant
frequency shift of a 5 MHz conventional circular electrode QCM for an added mass using
COMSOL Multiphysics. The effect of the identified critical parameters on the mass
sensitivity of the QCM is determined. The influence of the QCM mass loading area on
mass sensitivity is utilized to identify areas of opportunity on the QCM surface to improve
device sensing performance.
Following this, Chapter 5 presents the mass sensitivity analysis for different
electrode configurations of the QCM. Simulations are performed to analyze a 5 MHz QCM
sensor comprising conventional circular electrode, ring electrode and the recently
5

developed ring-dot electrode configurations. The influence of ring electrode width on mass
sensitivity is determined for a 5 MHz QCM with ring electrode configuration. Furthermore,
the effect of ring electrode width and dot electrode radius is evaluated for the 5 MHz QCM
with ring-dot electrode configuration. The sensing performance of the electrode
configurations are contrasted based on the mass sensitivity and uniformity distribution.
Furthermore, a novel proof of concept for developing advanced QCM configurations based
on distribution of mass loading area is proposed. Based on the proposed approach, novel
electrode configurations of the QCM are developed and contrasted with the conventional
electrode configuration.
Finally, the summary of the conducted research in this thesis is discussed in
Chapter 6. The potential scope for future works is also provided.
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Chapter 2
Micromachined Gas Sensors
2.1 Introduction
The air around us is a mixture of gasses containing particles of different concentration
levels, suspended in the atmosphere. The need for sensing these particles among the
pervasive mixture of gasses introduces micromachined gas sensing technology. Gas
sensors are utilized for gas detection and air quality monitoring [1] in a plethora of domains
such as automotive industries, biomedical industries, industrial and military applications
[14]. The operation of these devices is majorly contingent on parameters that govern device
performance such as sensitivity, limit of detection (LOD), selectivity, and response time.
Micromachined gas sensors are preferred over traditional sensors due to their potential to
offer high sensitivity, and low limit of detection while possessing the capacity to be
fabricated in batches using advanced micro and nano fabrication techniques.
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology is utilized in creating these devices
using advanced microfabrication techniques which enables these miniaturized devices to
consume less power during their operation. Gas sensors can be classified based on their
response to analyte gasses defined by their method of detection. This includes variation in
optical properties, electrical properties such as resistance and capacitance, or acoustic
property such as frequency [3] [4]. In this chapter, gas sensors are categorized based on
their structure and working mechanism, and their merits and demerits are identified and
investigated.
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2.2 Electrical Response based Sensors
Electrical response based sensors operate due to the variations in their electrical
properties caused when the device is exposed to an analyte gas, which changes the
resistance or conductance of the device based on electrochemical reactions [17]. Electrical
response based sensors can be categorized by their device structure, sensing material,
operating conditions, and response to analytes. Some of the common sensing materials
employed in electrical response based sensors include Metal Oxide Semiconductors
(MOS), Carbon nanotubes (CNT), and conducting polymers [15].
2.2.1

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Sensing Layer (MOS)
The Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) based electrical response sensor works on

the principle of change in resistance due to presence of a reducing or oxidizing gas. The
MOS based sensor consists of a set of electrodes and a metal oxide layer in its surface that
undergoes a change in its resistance upon the absorption of an analyte gas on its surface
[18]. This change in resistance can be corresponded to identifying the analyte gas. The
MOS based sensors are widely preferred for their inexpensive design, fast response time
and simple operating principle. However they comprise a poor selectivity due to influence
of several disruptive gasses in the atmosphere [19] [20]. Figure 1 illustrates the structure
of a MOS based sensor.
The change in resistance undergone by the MOS layer is due to the alteration of the
charge carrier concentration of the material when in contact with the analyte gas. At
elevated temperatures, the sensing layer tends to absorb oxygen which in turn attracts free
electrons causing a variation in the resistance of the material. This change in resistance is
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directly proportional to the concentration of the analyte gas [21]. This is given by the
equation (1):
R/R0 = 1+ A [ gas concentration]

(1)

where R0 is baseline resistance, R is the changed resistance and A is the sensitivity
parameter [20].

Figure 1. Schematic view of a MOS sensor with a microheater (not to scale)

MOS based sensors are categorized as n-type and p-type sensors according to the
nature of the semiconductor material. The n-type MOS is abundant in electrons, thus
making electrons its majority charge carriers. In the presence of a reducing analyte gas, the
n-type MOS tends to get reduced by gaining electrons, thereby increasing conductivity. In
the presence of an oxidizing gas, the n-type MOS get oxidized by losing electrons thus
observing a decrease in conductivity. However, the p-type MOS comprises of holes as the
majority charge carriers. When it interacts with an oxidizing gas, there is an increase in the
conductivity, whereas in the presence of a reducing gas, the conductivity decreases [20].
This change in conductivity of the MOS is utilized by the sensor to detect the analyte gas.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of a microheater (not to scale)

The design of the MOS based sensor includes a Si substrate on which a microheater
is fabricated followed by an insulation layer to avoid electrical contact between the
microheater and the electrodes. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a microheater element.
Microheater elements are used in MOS based sensors to achieve a desirable elevated
temperature for the sensing application. MOS based sensors commonly function at elevated
temperatures up to 400 °C therefore, consuming more power in the process. Platinum is
widely used as material for microheater for its high temperature stability and inertness to
reactions [22]. However, certain MOS based sensors do not require a high working
temperature and the working temperature of sensor can be minimized with sensor electrode
geometry and optimizing the sensing material [23].
2.2.2

Carbon Nanotube Sensing Layer (CNT)
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are widely employed as a sensing layer in devices

operating based on electrical response. CNT based sensors are advantageous for the
structural properties of carbon nanotubes such as strong inter-molecular bonding to form
hexagonal structures while possessing a low density. The CNT structure is highly porous
and serves as a binding site for analyte gas molecules [24]. Unlike the MOS based sensor,
CNT do not require a high operating power as they operate at room temperatures. CNT
10

based sensors can be operated on different properties such as change in resistance due to
adsorption, change in capacitance for capacitive based sensing [25], and change in
ionization energy for detecting gasses with low sorption energy [15].

Figure 3. Schematic view of Carbon nanotube (CNT) based gas sensor (not to scale)

CNT sensing layers are commonly used for resistance based sensing, as illustrated
in Figure 3. The structure consists of metallic electrodes that provide electrical current
through the CNT sensing layer. When analyte gas molecules are absorbed by the CNT
sensing layer, it undergoes a change in resistance which is utilized to identify the analyte
[26]. In capacitive based sensing, the CNT sensing layer, and silicon are utilized as the
membranes of a capacitive sensor. On application of an external voltage, a change in
capacitance is measured due to polarization of absorbed analyte molecules in the CNT
layer [27]. CNT are also utilized as electrodes in in detecting low sorption energy analytes
based on their ionization characteristics. The setup involves generation of a high electric
field between a CNT anode and a metal cathode, which is utilized for accelerated ion
collision with gas molecules to determine the analyte gas based on its ionization parameters
[28].
CNT sensing layers are classified based on the layers of graphene present in them
as single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) which comprise of one layer of graphene and
multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) which consist of multiple concentric graphene
layers [29]. CNT based sensors potentially offer high sensitivity, consume lesser operating
power, and have a fast response [27]. However, poor reversibility due to high
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intermolecular bonding and poor selectivity and sensitivity to environmental factors limits
the performance of these devices. Advanced techniques can be used to improve the
selectivity by using metallic nanoparticles such as Pt, Au, or Ag to act as a catalyst for
specific binding of gas molecules [24].
2.2.3

Conducting Polymer Sensing Layer
Conducting polymer are regularly utilized as sensing layers in commercial gas

sensing technologies [30]. Under electrical response sensors, polymers are commonly
employed in several chemiresistive and electrochemical sensors for detecting VOCs [31].
Intrinsic conducting polymers consist of alternative single and double bonds in their
chemical chain and comprise an inherent conductive nature [32]. However, when doped
with dopants such as carbon black, the conductivity of the polymer increases due to an
increase in conductive pathways within its physical structure [33]. The polymer sensing
layer is functionalized between a set of electrodes or in between interdigitated electrodes
fabricated on a silicon dioxide insulation layer as illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Schematic view of an electrical response based sensor with a conducting polymer sensing layer
(not to scale)

Their operating mechanism is based on the change in the properties of the polymer
sensing layer on interaction with the analyte gas molecules, which is utilized to identify
the analyte gas [37]. Electrical response sensors utilizing polymer sensing layers can
operate at room temperature [38]. Furthermore, the device selectivity can be improved
using arrays of gas sensors functionalized with different polymer layers.
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2.3 Optical Response based Sensors
Sensors based on optical response function by detecting the scattering or optical
absorption of analyte gas at a particular wavelength. The working mechanism of these
devices is mostly centered on spectrometric analysis which is subdivided into absorption
and emission spectrometry. The concept of absorption spectrometry is based on the
principle that analyte gas atoms absorb radiation at a specific wavelength and transition to
higher energy levels [34]. Thus, the amount of absorption determines the analyte
concentration. Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS), Raman Light
Detection and Ranging, Intra-cavity Absorption Spectrometry (ICAS) are some of the
common methods utilizing absorption spectrometric analysis [14] [15] [16]. Contrarily,
emission spectrometry utilizes the radiation emitted by analyte gas atoms when returning
to the ground state from an excited state, e.g. Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
(LIBS) [37].

Figure 5. Schematic view of optical response sensor setup

The commercial optical gas sensor setup as shown in Figure 5 comprises of an
optical source for light emission, a photodetector for detection and an isolated gas chamber
to contain the analyte gas. The optical source emits broadband radiation of which a
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particular wavelength is absorbed by the analyte gas in the gas chamber and is finally
received by the photodetector. The detector consists of an optical filter to filter out
unwanted radiation except for the radiation wavelength absorbed by the analyte gas [38].
The amount of absorption is thus utilized in identifying the target analyte gas. Infra-red
(IR) radiation is commonly used as the light source along with an infra-red detector [17].
Advancements in optical gas sensing includes utilizing an optical fiber setup for
detecting analyte gasses. In this setup, optic fiber cables with the cladding functionalized
with a sensing material are used to detect analyte gas molecules. A laser beam is used as
the light source along with a photodetector [39]. These operate on the principle of changing
pulse width and refractive index of the sensing layer on interaction with analyte gas
molecules [15]. Thus, optical gas sensors potentially offer high sensitivity, selectivity, and
accuracy in gas detection, but their expensive setup and lack of miniaturization hinders
their scope of implementation.
2.4 Acoustic Response based Sensors
Acoustic response sensors are devices in which acoustic waves propagate through
the interior (bulk) or surface of the device. The analyte is identified due to a change in the
device’s operating parameter which corresponds to the amount of gas detected. Acoustic
wave sensors can be categorized based on their device structure, nature of the traveling
wave, and nature of mechanical vibration. These devices can be made receptive to physical
quantities such as added mass, applied force, density [5] [9]. This ability to respond to a
variety of physical quantities enables these devices to be implemented for diverse
applications such as surface mass sensing, biochemical sensing, and VOC detection [20]
[21].
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2.4.1

Film Bulk Acoustic Resonator Sensor (FBAR)
Acoustic wave sensors operate based on a standing acoustic wave produced due to

the influence of a traveling wave in a confined structure. The frequency of the acoustic
wave is affected by the velocity of the traveling wave and the dimensions of the
confinement structure [40]. When a traveling wave propagates through the interior or bulk
of the structure it is known as a bulk acoustic wave (BAW). One such BAW sensor based
on thin film piezoelectric substrates is the Film Bulk Acoustic Resonator sensor (FBAR)
[43] illustrated in Figure 6 . Microfabrication techniques are used to create thin films of
piezoelectric materials like ZnO or AlN to achieve higher resonant frequencies up to 1 GHz
and above [44]. Thus, high frequency FBAR sensors are widely used for highly sensitive
gravimetric applications such as surface mass detection in gas phase.

Figure 6. Schematic view of a film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) sensor (not to scale)

The structure of the FBAR sensor consists of a thin film piezoelectric material
sandwiched between a top and a bottom metal electrode to which an electric voltage is
applied. This induces an electric field in the piezoelectric material causing mechanical
vibrations that produce a standing wave whose frequency is influenced by the thickness of
the piezoelectric layer [45]. The active piezoelectric layer is separated from the silicon
substrate by a silicon dioxide insulation layer. An air cavity is present under the
piezoelectric layer to confine the acoustic wave in the resonator, and prevent energy
leakage to the substrate thereby improving the quality factor [46]. An alternative structure
of the FBAR sensor is called the solidly mounted resonator (SMR) [47]. SMR sensors do
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not have an air cavity between the piezoelectric active layer and the silicon substrate,
instead, they consist of intermediate layers of high and low acoustic impedance that act as
Bragg reflectors thereby isolating the piezoelectric active layer [48]. This is beneficial as
it eliminates the requirement for etching the silicon to create the air cavity and reduces the
fragility of the structure.
FBAR sensors naturally oscillate in the thickness longitudinal mode (TLM)
generating longitudinal waves or compressional waves normal to the surface of the sensor
[49]. This mode of vibration suffers attenuation losses when used in liquid media as the
vibrations perpendicular to the sensor surface irradiates energy into the liquid surroundings
and thus are not preferred for liquid phase sensing [40]. To overcome this, FBAR devices
can be made to oscillate in the thickness shear vibration mode (TSM) by orienting the
piezoelectric material at 35° to produce shear waves [50]. However, unlike BAW devices
consisting of quartz crystals oscillating in thickness shear mode, the FBAR sensors are
sensitive to changes in temperature as it affects the frequency stability of the device [45].
The high operating frequency of the FBAR sensor can also introduce noises when
integrated with readout circuits or electronic systems.
2.4.2

Piezoelectric Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer sensor (PMUT)
The Piezoelectric Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer sensor consists of a thin

piezoelectric film placed between a top and bottom metal electrode as illustrated in Figure
7. The principle of operation of the PMUT sensor is based on the piezoelectric effect [51].
On providing an alternating voltage to the electrodes, the piezoelectric film begins to
oscillate due to mechanical deformation [52]. The PMUT sensor uses thin film
piezoelectric ceramics such as PZT and AlN as the active layer to achieve a higher
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electromechanical coupling. The electromechanical coupling factor defines the amount of
electrical energy converted to mechanical energy [53].

Figure 7. Schematic figure of a Piezoelectric Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer sensor (not to scale)

The top membrane of the sensor is functionalized by a sensing material responsible
for analyte interaction. [54]. When exposed to analyte gas, the sensing layer undergoes a
mass change due to adsorption of analyte gas molecules. This results in a stress produced
on the piezoelectric layer which in turn produces a shift in the resonant frequency estimated
by the equation (2):
𝛥𝑓 = −

𝑓0 𝛥𝑚
2 𝑚

(2)

where Δf represents the resonant frequency shift, f0 represents the fundamental
resonant frequency, Δm is the change in mass and m denotes the mass of the piezoelectric
layer. This change in resonant frequency is utilized to evaluate the sensitivity of the device.
The PMUT sensor comprises an inherent electromechanical coupling due to its
piezoelectric nature and does not require a DC bias voltage for its operation [16]. Hence,
the PMUT does not require an intricate or complex fabrication process [55]. Conclusively,
PMUT sensors are preferred for their potential to attain a higher sensitivity, while
consuming lesser energy and for their potential for array fabrication [15] [56].
2.4.3

Quartz Crystal Microbalance Sensors (QCM)
Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) is a micromachined mass sensor that is

utilized in measuring particles in the scale of micrograms. The QCM function is based on
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the piezoelectric effect where a quartz crystal is subjected to mechanical force in the form
of tension or stress which invokes an electric field in the crystal causing a voltage
proportional to the stress applied. The inverse of this effect is utilized by the QCM gas
sensor to detects analytes based on change in frequency due to an added mass [57]. The
QCM comprises of a simple structure where an AT-cut quartz is fixed between 2 metal
electrodes as illustrated in Figure 8.
Nobel metals such as gold, platinum or silver are commonly chosen as electrodes
due to their high conductivity and inertness [58].

Figure 8. Schematic view of a quartz crystal microbalance (image not to scale)

The two electrodes placed on the top and bottom of the quartz crystal are referred to as the
sensing electrode and the reference electrode, respectively. On application of an AC
voltage, a strain is induced in the crystal which causes it to produce thickness-shear
oscillations. The presence of the analyte on the mass loading area causes a change in the
resonant frequency of the QCM due to additional stress on the crystal. This change in
frequency is proportional to the change in mass and is governed by the Sauerbrey’s
equation [57].
QCM utilizes an AT-cut quartz crystal as the active layer for oscillating in the
thickness shear mode as shown in Figure 9. The AT-cut quartz crystals have a low
temperature coefficient, ensuring frequency stability while operating at normal
temperatures of 0 to 50°C, thus is widely used for gas sensing at room temperature [59].
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Figure 9. Schematic view of quartz crystal microbalance oscillating in thickness shear mode

Thus, the QCM gas sensor is preferred for its merits such as high sensitivity, high
selectivity, simple structure and an uncomplicated fabrication process [60]. The mass
sensitivity of QCM and complex electrode configurations is further investigated in the
forthcoming chapters of this thesis.
2.4.4

Surface Acoustic Wave Sensor (SAW)
When a travelling wave propagates on the surface of a substrate it is known as a

surface acoustic wave (SAW). A common type of surface acoustic waves is the Rayleigh
wave which are undulating two-dimensional waves traversing over the surface of the
substrate. SAW is a combination of longitudinal and transverse waves confined to the
surface moving along a radial plane penetrating into the substrate thickness at an order of
the wavelength [17]. SAW devices are widely employed in gas sensing applications due to
its high sensitivity, low operating power and its ability to operate wirelessly while working
in dangerous and hazardous environments [61]. However, its operation is limited to
detection in dry phase, as the longitudinal component of the Rayleigh wave radiates a
considerable amount of energy to the liquid which leads to attenuation in amplitude and
velocity of the SAW [45]. The design of the SAW device comprises of a thick piezoelectric
substrate consisting of transmitting and receiving interdigital transducer electrodes (IDT)
as shown in Figure 10. The IDTs are comb like structures where the electrodes are arranged
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in an alternating interleaved finger like pattern, separated at a distance called the pitch. On
application of electric voltage to the electrodes, acoustic waves are produced in the
frequency range of 30-500 MHz [40]. The fundamental frequency of the device is
dependent on the geometry of the IDT electrodes such as the space between the fingers of
the structure [62].

Figure 10. Schematic view of a surface acoustic wave sensor (not to scale)

SAW devices can be made receptive to different quantities and primarily operates
by change in frequency caused by accumulation of mass on the gas sensitive layer [63].
SAW based devices can also be implemented to detect change in temperature, pressure,
force, and strain [64].
SAW devices commonly comprise of a ST cut quartz as the piezoelectric substrate
and operates in the surface wave vibrational mode [65]. The ST cut quartz is similar to the
AT cut, and comprises a cut angle of 42.75° to the y-axis, and exhibits a quadratic
frequency-temperature curve, which ensures the frequency stability of the device against
temperature fluctuations [66] [45]. However when LiTaO3 or LiNbO3 is employed as the
piezoelectric substrate, the SAW device shows a linear temperature-frequency relation and
such devices are used for monitoring temperature changes [67].
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2.4.5

Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer sensor (CMUT)
Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers comprise of a structure based

on a parallel plate capacitor as depicted in Figure 11. It consists of a fixed rigid membrane
and a movable membrane clamped at the edges that act as the bottom and top electrode,
respectively [68].

Figure 11. Schematic view of a Capacitive Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducer sensor (not to scale)

The CMUT sensor operates by the production of electrostatic forces between the
two electrodes. A DC bias voltage is supplied to the top membrane which creates an
electrostatic force between the electrodes. This voltage is known as the pull-down voltage
and causes the upper membrane to deflect downwards to the bottom membrane [69]. The
membrane deflection is opposed by a mechanical restoring force caused by the membrane
stiffness ‘k’. On application of excessive voltage, the generated electrostatic force
overcomes the mechanical restoring force causing the device to collapse and breakdown,
and the corresponding voltage applied is known as the collapse voltage [70].
The movable top membrane is coated with a sensing layer and is responsible for
analyte interaction. On exposure to analyte gas, the sensing layer absorbs the analyte gas
molecules, thereby causing a change in the mass of the top membrane. This in turn
produces a change in the resonant frequency of the device. The resonant frequency of the
device is influenced by the material properties of the membrane, and is denoted by the
equation (3):
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𝑡
𝐸
𝑓𝑜 = 0.47 2 √
𝑟 𝜌√(1 − 𝑣 2 )

(3)

This shift in resonant frequency is utilized to evaluate the device sensitivity and can
be correlated to the analyte gas concentration [69]. The CMUT sensor is preferred for
attaining a high resonant frequency and providing a high sensitivity. The presence of an air
cavity in the structure restricts the analyte interaction to the top membrane, thereby
diminishing energy loss, and improving quality factor [71]. Although the CMUT possesses
a high electromechanical coupling and a relatively enhanced sensitivity, the requirement
of a high DC voltage for its operation limits the device scope for portable applications.
2.5 Conclusion
The various gas sensing technologies are investigated and compared based on the
device design, operating principle, and potential applications in different domains. This
comprehensive study primarily investigates the performance of the sensors to identify their
merits and demerits for gas sensing applications. Gas sensing technology can be
categorized based on the response provided by the device on exposure to analyte gasses.
Electrical response based sensors are investigated as electrochemical sensors that
operate on the principle of change in resistance on exposure to an analyte gas. MOS sensors
benefit from a high sensitivity, short response time and an economic setup. However, its
poor selectivity, sensitivity to environmental factors and high-power consumption are
disadvantages. CNT sensors are preferred for their absorptive nature and high sensitivity;
however, they are relatively expensive to fabricate and possess poor selectivity and
irreversibility due to extensive intermolecular bonding.
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Optical response based sensors are reviewed based on absorption and emission
spectrometry methods. These sensors portray several advantages such as a good sensitivity,
selectivity, and detection accuracy. However, the larger dimensions of these sensors and
expensive setup and inability to operate in arrays hinders their scope for pervasive
application.
Acoustic response based sensors are reviewed for detecting analyte gasses based on
SAW or BAW propagation. Acoustic wave devices like the FBAR, PMUT, QCM, SAW,
and CMUT sensors are investigated based on their structure and mode of operation.
Nevertheless, these devices have their specific advantages and disadvantages, which either
facilitates or hinders their commercial implementation.
Among the investigated gas sensing techniques, acoustic response based sensors
are potentially favored for their simpler mechanism of detection, as mass is an inherent
physical quantity associated with analyte gas particles. Based on the conducted
investigations, acoustic response based sensors exhibit the parameters required for an
enhanced sensing performance. Quartz Crystal Microbalance is one such device that is
extensively used for sensing surface mass changes. Although several acoustic wave devices
portray the capacity for enhanced gas sensing, the QCM is seen as a promising candidate
due to its distinct features that satisfy commercial requirements. The QCM is a commonly
available technology that is utilized widely for liquid as well as gas phase applications. It
comprises of a simple structure, offers high sensitivity, and a simple and economic
fabrication process. It also shows the potential for achieving a higher sensitivity by
implementing innovative electrode configurations. Hence, the objective of this research is
to improve the sensing performance of the QCM by investigating different electrode
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configurations and developing a novel approach towards designing advanced electrode
configurations to maximize the mass sensitivity.
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Chapter 3
Fundamentals of the Quartz Crystal Microbalance
3.1 Introduction
The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a widely used device for gravimetric
sensing applications in liquid and gas phase [1,2]. This device operates on the fundamental
principle of a change in resonant frequency due to an added mass which is used to detect
analytes in gas sensing applications. Over the years, the scope of implementation of the
QCM has been extended to numerous domains for environmental monitoring [74], thin
film deposition and etching analysis [75], and biochemical applications [76]. In this
chapter, the design and structure of the quartz crystal microbalance, its operating
mechanism and theory behind its operation for mass sensing is discussed in detail.
3.2 QCM Principle of Operation and Device Structure
The quartz crystal microbalance structure generally consists of an AT cut quartz
crystal as the active piezoelectric layer. This AT cut quartz crystal is sandwiched between
two metal plates as shown in Figure 12. These metal plates form the top and bottom
electrodes to which an alternating voltage is provided during its operation. The top
electrode functions as the sensing electrode while the bottom electrode acts as the reference
electrode. Noble metals such as gold or platinum are commonly used as electrodes for the
QCM due to their high conductivity and inert nature. Gold while comparatively less
expensive than platinum, exhibits malleability, conductivity and inertness property and is
widely utilized in commercial QCMs. Other metals such as silver and aluminum have also
been used as QCM electrode materials for corrosion based study [77].
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Figure 12. Schematic view of a quartz crystal microbalance structure comprising a quartz crystal
sandwiched between a top and bottom electrode.

3.1.1

Piezoelectric Theory
The QCM operates based on the principle of piezoelectricity, undergoing

deformation when an alternating voltage is applied to the crystal as represented in Figure
13. Piezoelectric effect is the property of a material to generate an electric charge in
response to an applied mechanical stress. The QCM utilizes the inverse piezoelectric effect
for mass sensing, where the quartz crystal undergoes a mechanical stress and vibrates on
the application of an electric field.

Figure 13. Side view of quartz crystal microbalance mechanism of operation where an alternating voltage is
provided to the electrodes to induce thickness-shear oscillation.

The quartz crystal structure naturally consists of a random dipole moment prior to
polarization [78]. On application of a DC electric field, polarization is observed which
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aligns the dipoles in a particular direction as depicted in Figure 14. This process is known
as poling, and this results in the piezoelectric nature of the device [79].

Figure 14. Principle of the piezoelectric effect depicting the movement of dipoles due to the application of
a DC field

The AT cut quartz operates in the d31 mode of operation, where ‘d’ refers to the
piezoelectric constant which is a ratio involving the charge generated in the k-direction
(thickness) to stress applied in the i-direction (across length). In the d31 mode the voltage
is applied in the k-direction or 3-direction and the stress is exerted on the 1-direction or the
i-direction, whereas in other modes such as the d33 mode both the voltage and stress are
observed in the k-direction [16].
The piezoelectric transduction is governed by the fundamental equations (4) and (5),
D = dT + 𝜀 𝑇 𝐸

(4)

S = 𝑠 𝐸 𝑇 + ⅆ𝑡 𝐸

(5)

where D is the electric displacement, ⅆ𝑡 is the piezoelectric constant, T is the stress, E is
the electric field intensity, 𝜀 𝑇 is the related dielectric constant, S is the strain and 𝑠 𝐸 is the
compliance. The two electrodes placed on the top and bottom of the quartz crystal are
referred to as the sensing electrode and the reference electrode, respectively [42].
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To measure the resonant frequency, the electrodes of the QCM are connected to an
impedance analyzer through a series-through method to determine the device’s admittance
or conductance as illustrated in Figure 15 [80]. The conductance of the QCM is measured
over a range of frequencies close to its theoretical resonant frequency. The corresponding
frequency at which the measured conductance is found to be maximum is recorded as the
device resonant frequency [81]. This is due to the increase in current drawn by electrodes
at resonance, to compensate for increased piezoelectric polarization causing greater
vibrational amplitude [82].

Figure 15. Schematic figure depicting a QCM connected to an impedance analyser setup to determine the
resonant frequency based on measuring the conductance across a range of frequencies.

Another recently developed method to determine the resonant frequency is the
ring-down or dissipation method [83]. In this case, the QCM is excited to its expected
resonant frequency by providing a driving voltage for a short time. On turning off the
excitation, the decay in resonance is evaluated by measuring the decay in current across
the electrodes over time [84]. By fitting the current vs time decay curve into numerical
equation relating to the amplitude of vibration, the resonant frequency and the dissipation
factor of the QCM is determined [82].
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3.1.2

Quartz Vibration Mode and Crystal Cut
The cut angle of a quartz crystal with respect to its principle axis influences the

properties of the crystal [85]. These crystal properties include its vibration mode, the
temperature coefficient; which regulates the influence of temperature on frequency, and
the frequency stability defined as the ratio of stored energy to dissipated energy [86] [87].
Some of the common crystal cuts are the AT cut, BT cut and the SC crystal cut. The BT
crystal cut is obtained by cutting the quartz crystal oriented at 49° to the z- axis, however,
the BT crystal cut has a comparatively poorer frequency stability when compared to the
AT and the SC crystal cut [88].

Figure 16. Schematic view of quartz crystal with AT, BT, and SC cuts.

Cutting the quartz crystal when oriented at 35°25’ to the z- axis produces the AT
cut quartz [85] as depicted in Figure 16. The AT cut enables the crystal surfaces to move
in an anti-parallel fashion and hence produce thickness-shear oscillations [89]. The AT cut
crystals have a significantly low temperature coefficient, ensuring a stable resonant
frequency while operating at temperatures of 0 to 50°C [90]. Thus, they are preferred for
gas sensing applications at room temperatures, as well as sensing in liquid media. SC cut
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quartz crystals are an alternative to the AT cut quartz crystals as they also exhibit high
frequency stability while oscillating in the thickness-shear mode [91]. However, cutting
the SC crystal cut requires at least two rotations about its axes (21.9°, 33.9°) [92], and extra
cutting operation to make the crystal blank, and therefore possesses a strenuous production
process compared to the AT crystal cut. Although QCM sensors portray frequency stability
while operating at room temperatures, the presence of humidity in the detection
environment is found to cause drifts in the measured frequency [93]. To compensate this,
artificial neural networks have been recently implemented while post-processing the
measured data. Using this approach, the variance in data due to the influence of humidity
has been reduced [94].
3.1.3

Resonant Frequency of QCM
The mechanical oscillating frequency of the QCM produced in response to the

applied voltage due to the piezoelectric principle is known as its resonant frequency [40].
For a bulk piezoelectric material like the AT-cut quartz crystal, resonance condition occurs
when the thickness of the quartz is an odd multiple of half the wavelength of the travelling
wave, thus the resonant frequency is expressed by the equation (6):
𝑓=𝑁

𝜈𝑞
= 𝑁𝑓0
2𝑡𝑞

(6)

where 𝑁 is the harmonic overtone number, 𝜈𝑞 is the wave velocity in quartz (3340 m/s), 𝑡𝑞
is the thickness of quartz and 𝑓0 is the fundamental resonant frequency. The resonant
frequencies other than the natural oscillating frequency of the quartz are known as
harmonic overtones and are used to stimulate higher resonant frequencies for the QCM.
This helps the QCM to achieve resonant frequencies up to 100 MHz without modifying the
thickness of the quartz crystal [40]. Uttenhaler et al have utilized high frequency QCMs
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operating from 70 – 100 MHz for liquid phase sensing applications [95]. The fundamental
resonant frequency 𝑓0 can also be represented by the equation (7) where 𝜇𝑞 is the shear
modulus of the quartz crystal and 𝜌𝑞 is the density of the quartz crystal, and 𝑡𝑞 is the
thickness of the quartz.
(7)

√𝜇𝑞 ⁄𝜌𝑞
2𝑡𝑞

𝑓0 =

QCM is widely employed for gravimetric analysis where addition of a mass on the
quartz induces a strain on the quartz surface [57]. This causes a shift in the resonant
frequency which is governed by the Sauerbrey’s equation (8):
𝛥𝑓 = −

2𝑓𝑜2
𝐴√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

𝛥𝑚

(8)

where 𝑓𝑜 is the fundamental resonant frequency, 𝐴 is the active quartz area sandwiched
between the electrodes, 𝛥𝑚 is the change in mass on the QCM surface due to the analyte
absorption. A basic assumption related to the Sauerbrey’s equation is that the added mass
due to analyte interaction is considered as an increase in strain on the quartz. Thus, the
Sauerbrey’s equation can be represented in a simplified form as shown in the equation (9),
where 𝐶 is a constant that represents the quartz crystal property. For a conventional 5 MHz
QCM operating at room temperature, the value of 𝐶 is approximately 17.7 ng.cm2/Hz [96].
𝛥𝑓 = −𝐶𝛥𝑚

𝛥𝑓 = −𝑁

2𝑓𝑜2
𝐴√𝜌𝑞 𝜇𝑞

(9)

𝛥𝑚

(10)

The QCM can operate at higher frequencies in the ranges of 50 MHz to several 100 MHz
when operated at its harmonic overtone. In this overtone mode, the Sauerbrey’s equation
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is considered with a value ‘N’ for the harmonic overtone number where N is an odd number
such as 1, 2, or 3 as represented in equation (10) [97]. When operated in the overtone mode,
the frequency shift obtained is N times the fundamental mode frequency shift.
3.1.4

The Mass Sensitivity and its Radial Distribution for a QCM
The mass sensitivity ‘𝑆’ of the QCM is defined as the change in resonant frequency

of the QCM for an added mass due to the target analyte interaction. This can be represented
by the following expression (11):
𝑆=

𝛥𝑓
𝛥𝑚

(11)

Sauerbrey’s equation considers the mass accumulated on the QCM as an equivalent change
in the effective mass of the quartz itself. It states that the mass rigidly absorbed by the
quartz influences the QCM’s resonant frequency and the change in frequency is affected
by the amount of mass deposited on the QCM [57].

Figure 17. Schematic view of variation of displacement amplitude radially across the quartz crystal due to
the energy trapping effect.

Another assumption related to the Sauerbrey’s equation considers that the mass
deposited on the QCM is equally distributed across the active electrode area [98]. However,
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it is observed that the amplitude of vibration peaks at the center of the electrode (R=0) and
reduces in a gaussian pattern moving towards the edges of the active electrode area (Rn) as
depicted in Figure 17. This phenomenon occurs due to an effect known as the energy
trapping effect [60]. The energy trapping effect occurs as a result of internal reflection of
bulk waves within the quartz area sandwiched between the electrodes. This effect governs
the radial mass sensitivity distribution across the QCM electrode also referred to as the
uniformity. It is also responsible for the high frequency stability of the AT-cut quartz
crystal, by limiting the vibration closer to the center of the device [99].
Huang et al defined a practical model to represent the energy trapping effect and
determine sensitivity of the QCM based on the mass sensitivity function of the Sauerbrey’s
equation [96]. According to this model, mass sensitivity is represented as a function of
particle displacement amplitude along the surface of the QCM and is represented in the
equation (12)
𝑆𝑓 (𝑟, 𝜃) = −

|𝐴(𝑟, 𝜃)|2
∞
2𝜋 ∫0 𝑟|𝐴(𝑟, 𝜃)|2 ⅆ𝑟

× 𝐶𝑓

(12)

where 𝑆𝑓 (𝑟, 𝜃) is the mass sensitivity function, 𝐶𝑓 is the Sauerbrey’s sensitivity constant
(17.7 ng.cm2/Hz), 𝐴(𝑟, 𝜃) is the particle displacement amplitude where r is the radial
distance from the center. This practical model conveys that the mass sensitivity is
dependent on the size of the electrode and radial distance from the center.
From the practical model and Sauerbrey’s mass sensitivity equation, it is indicated
that the change in frequency due to an added mass will depend inversely on the radius and
mass loading area of the QCM. Thus, a smaller electrode would potentially provide a
higher mass sensitivity. This however is inconvenient due to the drawback of possessing a
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lesser scope for analyte interaction due to a smaller mass loading area. In a real-time
sensing application, a larger mass loading area provides opportunity for increased analyte
interaction with the QCM, therefore producing a higher resonant frequency shift [100]. To
further investigate the influence of energy trapping on mass sensitivity and its distribution
across the QCM electrode, Multiphysics simulations are performed in Chapter 4. The
uniformity distribution across the QCM surface depicted in Figure 17 indicates that there
is a rise in the radial mass sensitivity in regions of accumulated energy trapping. This
phenomenon is further investigated in this thesis to analyze the sensing performance of
several different electrode configurations.
3.2 Electrode Configurations of QCM
Metal electrodes provide electrical contact to the quartz crystal and are necessary
for electrically exciting acoustical vibrations through piezoelectric coupling [101]. In a
conventional QCM geometry, electrodes are placed on the top and bottom of the quartz
crystal, predominantly covering the central part of the crystal, in this manner defining the
active area. In this section, the different electrode configurations of the QCM and their
applications are investigated.
3.2.1

Conventional Circular Electrode Configuration
The circular electrode configuration is the conventional electrode configuration of

the QCM and is widely employed in commercial QCM sensors. The mass sensitivity
distribution of the conventional circular electrode configuration is concentrated at the
center of the electrode and gradually decreases in a radial direction due to the energy
trapping effect [96]. This unequal distribution of mass sensitivity poses as a drawback of
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the circular electrode configuration. Figure 18 illustrates a QCM with a conventional
circular electrode configuration.

Figure 18. QCM with conventional circular electrode configuration

3.2.2

Ring Electrode Configuration
The ring electrode configuration consists of a ring-shaped electrode as the sensing

electrode of the QCM. It was proposed as an improvisation of the conventional circular
electrode configuration to improve the mass sensitivity distribution across the QCM
surface [102]. The ring electrode configuration utilizes the energy trapping effect around
the center of the crystal, thereby distributing the mass sensitivity towards the edges of the
electrode. This aids in overcoming the unequal gaussian distribution of mass sensitivity
observed in the conventional circular electrode configuration. Figure 19 illustrates a QCM
with a ring electrode configuration.

Figure 19. Schematic diagram of a QCM with ring electrode configuration
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3.2.3

Ring-dot Electrode Configuration
The ring-dot electrode configuration, illustrated in Figure 20 is an enhancement of

the ring electrode configuration, proposed to improve the uniformity across the device
surface by improving the mass sensitivity in the centre of the QCM electrode [60].

Figure 20. Schematic diagram of a QCM with ring-dot electrode configuration

The ring-dot electrode configuration consists of a dot electrode placed between the
outer ring electrodes, to induce energy trapping in the centre of the crystal. This in turn
helps to achieve a nearly uniform mass sensitivity distribution across the radial direction.
3.2.4

Wrap-around Electrode Configuration
The wrap-around electrode configuration was developed to facilitate commercial

QCMs for liquid phase detection. Like the conventional design, the wrap-around
configuration comprises of a top and a bottom circular electrode encompassing a quartz
crystal. For liquid phase detection, the bottom electrode functions as the sensing electrode
whereas the top electrode is used for electrical contact [103].
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Figure 21. Schematic diagram of a QCM with wrap-around electrode configuration (a) Back side (b) Front
side

Figure 21 illustrates a QCM with wrap-around electrode configuration. During
measurement, the bottom sensing electrode is exposed to the liquid analyte while the top
electrode is sealed to isolate the electrical contact from the liquid. The electrical contacts
connecting the electrodes are extended towards the edge of the quartz crystal to wraparound the edge [104].
3.3 Equivalent circuit model of QCM
The QCM operation is based on the concept of an electric field created due to the
application of an alternating voltage between the electrodes. The electric field generated
by the changing voltage difference across the electrodes causes an induced current, and the
ratio of this applied voltage to the induced current is expressed as the electrical impedance
[40]. Thus, there exists a requirement to obtain an electric model of piezoelectric
components, to include their electromechanical effects in electrical circuits. The
Butterworth Van Dyke (BVD) model is one such model, used to represent a mechanical
vibrating system driven by an electrostatic source as an equivalent circuit model. The BVD
model can be used to describe the unloaded QCM as electrical and mechanical components
[105].
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3.3.1

Mechanical Equivalent Circuit
The mechanical model shown in Figure 22 is used to represent the QCM operation

using mechanical components.

Figure 22. Mechanical equivalent model of the QCM comprising of a mass component ‘M’, spring
constant ‘K’ and a dashpot element ‘Y’.

The mechanical equivalent circuit comprises of a mass component ‘M’, connected
to two arms consisting of a spring constant ‘K’ and a dashpot element ‘Y’ in each of the
separate arm. ‘M’ represents the inertial mass component. the spring constant ‘K’
represents the stored energy during oscillation, and ‘Y’ represents the energy dissipated
during its operation [106].
3.3.2

Electrical Equivalent Circuit
The branch comprising of the single capacitance ‘Cp’ in parallel depicts the fixed

or static dielectric capacitance of the QCM. The parallel branch consisting of the RLC in
series represents the motional information of the QCM and is represented in Figure 23(b).
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Figure 23. Schematic illustration of (a) Butterworth Van Dyke electrical equivalent circuit (b) Motional
components of electrical equivalent circuit.

‘R’ represents the dissipated energy during oscillation due to factors such as
internal friction, external damping due to the quartz housing. ‘Cs’ represents the stored
energy during oscillation and ‘L’ represents the inertial mass component pertaining to
motional impedance [107]. The static branch comprises of the component ‘Cp’ which
represents the dielectric energy stored due to the crystal oscillation between the top and the
bottom electrodes of the QCM [60].
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the Quartz Crystal Microbalance’s theory, mechanism of operation,
and device structure have been investigated in detail. The QCM has been introduced as a
piezoelectric device operating based on thickness-shear oscillations of a quartz crystal. The
piezoelectric principle of quartz crystals namely the inverse piezoelectric effect, and the
governing equations influencing the QCM operation have been discussed in detail. The
equivalent circuit model has been introduced to evaluate the QCM’s operation using a
mechanical model and electrical BVD model. Different electrode configurations of the
QCM are introduced and investigated based on their merits and applications in gravimetric
sensing.
The Sauerbrey’s equation is utilized to develop a relationship between the change
in resonant frequency for a change in mass on the quartz crystal. This equation discloses
the dependence of resonant frequency on physical properties of the quartz crystal, as well
as the added mass. The fundamental assumptions associated with this equation is found to
be that the mass deposited on the QCM is considered to be uniformly distributed across the
electrode area. The ratio of the change in resonant frequency due to the added mass is
termed as the mass sensitivity and this parameter is utilized to ascertain the device sensing
performance.
The radial distribution of mass sensitivity across the QCM surface is found to be
gaussian in nature due to accumulation of acoustic energy in the quartz crystal. This is a
result of the energy trapping effect and the corresponding parameter determining the radial
mass sensitivity distribution is termed the uniformity. The uniformity distribution is found
to be proportional to the amplitude of particle displacement across the QCM surface. This
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relationship would further be used to identify and utilize the energy trapping effect to
improve the sensing performance of the QCM. Therefore, in order to analyse the resonant
frequency and mass sensitivity of the QCM, Multiphysics simulations are conducted to
evaluate the resonant frequency shift for an added mass in the forthcoming chapters.
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Chapter 4
Critical Design Parameters and Mass Sensitivity Analysis of QCM
4.1 Introduction
The performance of quartz crystal microbalance is influenced by its critical design
parameters. These parameters determine the natural oscillating frequency of the QCM and
in turn influence the mass sensitivity. The critical design parameters are identified to be
the radius and thickness of the quartz crystal, the radius and thickness of the electrodes,
and the electrode configuration. According to the Sauerbrey’s equation, another significant
parameter that influences QCM sensitivity is the mass loading area present on the top
electrode. In this section, Finite Element Analysis is utilized in investigating the effect of
the identified critical design parameters by simulating the device’s resonant frequency and
determining the device’s resonant frequency shift for an added mass.
4.2 COMSOL Multiphysics Setup for Mass Sensitivity Analysis of QCM
Multiphysics simulations have found to be applicable in analyzing the QCM’s
sensing performance while depicting agreement with experimental setup. Wang et al have
investigated the resonance characteristics of a QCM in liquid phase using FEA simulations
[108]. Zhu et al have utilized Multiphysics simulations to analyze the thickness shear
vibrations of a QCM plate [109]. In this chapter, FEA is employed in determining the
effects of critical parameters on the QCM’s mass sensitivity, while investigating the device
performance for different electrode configurations. COMSOL Multiphysics simulation
software, version 5.5, is used to build the QCM geometry and analyze its resonant
frequency.
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Figure 24. Schematic view of quartz crystal microbalance geometry in COMSOL Multiphysics (not to
scale).

The quartz crystal microbalance geometry is drawn in COMSOL Multiphysics
using the 3D space dimension. Figure 24 illustrates a conventional QCM geometry built in
COMSOL. The geometry consists of the quartz crystal, top electrode, and bottom electrode
which are represented by the software as domains. The material properties used in the
COMSOL simulations are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Material properties utilized in COMSOL simulations

4.2.1

No.

Material

Domain

Density

1.

Quartz

1

2,468 g/cm3

2.

Gold

2, 3

1,93,000
g/cm3

Shear (µ)
/Young’s (Y)
Modulus
µ = 2.947 x 1011
g/cm/s2
Y = 70 GPa

Permittivity

1
1

Mesh Dependency Analysis of a 5 MHz Conventional Circular Electrode QCM
Meshing a geometry discretizes the geometric domain into smaller elements or

subdomains. These subdomains represent a localized approximation of the geometry as
partial differential equations, which are solved based on the Finite Element Method.
COMSOL physics-controlled meshing provides predefined element sizes that vary from
Extremely Coarse to Extremely Fine based on the number of mesh elements. Depending
on the chosen mesh sequence and element size, the completed geometry is discretized for
simulation as represented in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Schematic illustration depicting the various meshing sequence of QCM namely (a) Normal mesh
(b) Fine Mesh (c) Finer Mesh (d) Extra Fine Mesh

The shape, size, and number of meshing elements influences the simulation
convergence, computational resources, and simulation time for a model. To determine an
appropriate meshing sequence for COMSOL simulations, a mesh dependency analysis is
conducted.
For this analysis, a 5 MHz conventional QCM is built based on guidelines portrayed
in previous investigation [60] [110], using the design parameters mentioned in Table 2.
The mentioned design parameters serve as a reference model for the 5 MHz circular
electrode QCMs utilized in this chapter, however the conducted research is also applicable
for other conventional QCM devices.
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Table 2: Dimensional parameters of a 5 MHz conventional QCM for mesh dependency analysis

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Electrode radius

4.25 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]

In this analysis, the resonant frequency of the 5 MHz QCM is simulated for
different meshing sequences varying from Normal to Extra Fine mesh. Mesh independency
of the model is achieved when there is negligible change in the simulated resonant
frequency on changing the meshing sequence. Table 3 represents the number of meshing
elements associated with each mesh type.
Table 3: Number of meshing elements of the QCM

Mesh Type
Normal
Fine
Finer
Extra Fine
User Controlled

Number of Elements
43,700
98,294
2,22,134
4,92,039
55,716
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Resonant Frequency (MHz)

4.575

4.53

4.485

4.44

4.395
Normal

User
Controlled

Fine

Finer

Extra Fine

Mesh type
Figure 26. 2D plot results of the results from COMSOL mesh dependency analysis depicting the resonant
frequency obtained for different mesh type.

As illustrated in Figure 26, The swept mesh attained the resonant frequency of the
5 MHz QCM for a lesser number of meshing elements, thereby consuming lesser
computational resources and a reduced simulation time. The user controlled swept mesh is
applicable for the 5 MHz QCM devices simulated in this thesis, as the models utilize the
same material properties and governing equations.
4.3 COMSOL Boundary Conditions Utilized for Mass Sensitivity Analysis
In COMSOL Multiphysics, the Physics node is used to define the boundary or
domain conditions to a system to dictate the device’s operation. In this work, the
Piezoelectricity Multiphysics is utilized to generate the inverse-piezoelectric effect in the
QCM using the stress-charge relation (13):
T = cE S − eT E
D = eS + ε0 εrS E
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(13)

where T is the stress, D is electric displacement, S is the strain, E is the electric field, and
e, cE , ε0 , εrS are material parameters that correspond to coupling properties, material
stiffness, relative permittivity, and permittivity of free space, respectively. Additionally,
the Electrostatics and Solid Mechanics nodes are applied to induce the electric field, and
mechanical deformation in the model.
4.3.1

Electrostatics Condition

The Electrostatics node is used to provide an electrical voltage to the QCM electrodes. The
terminal condition subnode is used to apply a voltage to the top electrode (domain 2)
depicted in Figure 24, while the bottom electrode (domain 3) is grounded [111].
4.3.2

Solid Mechanics Condition
The Solid Mechanics node is used to perform mass loading on the QCM using the

added mass condition. The top boundary of the top electrode (domain 2) functions as the
mass loading area [112]. The added mass condition provides two selections for applying a
mass to a model, namely the added total mass selection and the added mass per unit area
selection. The added total mass functionality utilizes equation (14) for applying a mass to
the selected boundary,
𝐹𝐴 =

𝑚 2
(𝜔 𝑢 + 𝑎𝑓 )
𝐴

(14)

where the mass is included as a force FA acting upon the selected surface, m is the total
mass, A is the active area of the electrode, 𝜔 is the angular frequency and u is the
displacement and af is the force contribution due to external factors such as gravitational
acceleration.
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The mass per unit area functionality on the other hand considers the added mass as
a ratio of the total mass added to the area of the sensing electrode. This functionality is
represented by the equation (15).
𝐹𝐴 = −𝜌𝐴 (−𝜔2 𝑢 + 𝑎𝑓 )

(15)

In this selection, the mass is included as a force FA acting upon the selected surface,
and 𝜌𝐴 is the mass per unit area.
4.4 Mass Sensitivity Analysis of QCM with a Conventional Circular Electrode
Configuration
In this thesis, an approach based on the Sauerbrey’s equation (3) is chosen to
investigate the change in resonant frequency observed for an added mass to determine the
QCM’s sensing performance. The linear relationship between the resonant frequency shift
(∆𝑓) of the QCM and the mass change (∆𝑚) is utilized for sensitivity analysis. The
resonant frequency of the QCM is evaluated using the adaptive frequency sweep study.
The mechanical response of the QCM is recorded for a harmonic excitation, and the result
is plotted as a curve of displacement vs frequency. The added mass sub node under solid
mechanics is used to apply a total mass or a mass per unit area on the QCM mass loading
area to denote the mass loading principle. The frequency shift is then recorded by
conducting an adaptive frequency sweep study to evaluate the resonant frequency shift for
an added mass. In this section, both the total mass and mass per unit area selections under
the added mass condition are utilized to investigate their applicability for mass sensitivity
analysis.
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For this analysis, a 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode
configuration is built using the design parameters mentioned in Table 4.
Table 4. Design parameters of a fundamental 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode
configuration

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Top and Bottom
electrode radius

4.25 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]

Based on research investigation involving mass loading on QCM surface [113], a
sample mass of 200 μg is chosen as the added total mass applied to the QCM’s mass loading
area. The mass per unit area equivalent for a total mass of 200 μg is calculated based on
the mass loading area on the QCM electrode to be 3.524 μg/ mm2. It can be noted that the
operating principle or the sensing mechanism of the QCM does not change on varying the
added mass, due to the linear relationship between the frequency shift and change in mass
[114].
Table 5. COMSOL resonant frequency shift for added total mass functionality

Electrode

Frequency for 0

Frequency for 200

Configuration

added mass

μg added mass

Circular Electrode

4.425 MHz

4.409 MHz

Frequency Shift

16 kHz

Table 5 summarizes the simulation results for resonant frequency shift for an
added total mass of 200 μg. The simulation results for an added mass per unit area of
3.524 μg/mm2 is depicted in Table 6.
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Table 6. COMSOL resonant frequency shift for added mass per unit area functionality

Electrode

Frequency for 0 added

Frequency for 20

Frequency

Configuration

mass

μg/mm2 added mass per

Shift

unit area
Circular Electrode

4.425 MHz

4.409 MHz

16 kHz

The simulation results indicate that in both the cases, the added mass condition
yields the same results. Consequently, in this thesis the total mass selection is used for
analyzing devices with constant mass loading area, whereas the added mass per unit area
selection is used for analyzing devices with varying mass loading area.
4.5 Effect of Quartz Thickness on the Mass Sensitivity of QCM
The thickness of the quartz crystal plays a significant role in determining the
fundamental resonant frequency of the QCM, which in turn influences the device sensing
performance [40] [60]. From the equation (6), it is observed that the resonant frequency is
inversely proportional to the thickness of the quartz crystal. Therefore, theoretically a
higher resonant frequency is achieved when the quartz crystal thickness is decremented. In
this section, the resonant frequency shift of a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular
electrode configuration for an added mass is determined for different values of quartz
thickness.

Figure 27. Schematic figure illustrating a cylindrical domain representing quartz crystal plate.
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For this analysis, the QCM geometry consists of a single cylindrical domain as
shown in Figure 27 representing the quartz crystal of radius 10 mm without the presence
of electrodes to eliminate additional mass on the crystal. An alternating voltage is applied
on the top boundary of the quartz crystal while grounding the bottom boundary. An
adaptive frequency sweep study coupled with a parametric sweep is conducted to
determine the resonant frequency of the QCM for different values of quartz crystal
thickness. The COMSOL simulation results are extracted as a 2D plot of displacement vs
resonant frequency depicted in Figure 28. The displacement vs resonant frequency for an
added total mass of 200 µg is represented in a 2D plot illustrated in Figure 29.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 28. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs resonant frequency utilized to evaluate the
fundamental resonant frequency (for 0 mass) of QCM for quartz thickness values of (a) 100 μm (b) 168 μm
(c) 252 μm and (d) 333 μm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 29. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs resonant frequency utilized to evaluate the
resonant frequency for an added mass of 200 μg for QCM with quartz thickness values of (a) 100 μm (b)
168 μm (c) 252 μm and (d) 333 μm.
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Figure 30. COMSOL simulation results depicting the frequency shift (MHz) for an added mass of 200 μg
obtained for quartz thickness values of 100 μm, 168 μm, 252 μm and 333 μm.

The simulation results depicted in Figure 30 indicate the trend of frequency shift
for increasing quartz thickness values. The results indicate that the frequency shift
decreases with an increase in quartz thickness. The highest frequency shift of 1 MHz is
observed for quartz thickness of 100 μm, and the frequency shift steadily decreases to 74
kHz on increasing the quartz thickness to 333 μm. Therefore, a QCM consisting of a thinner
quartz crystal results in a higher frequency shift and would therefore potentially achieve a
higher mass sensitivity.
4.6 Effect of Electrode Thickness on Mass Sensitivity of QCM
The Sauerbrey’s equation does not distinguish between the mass of the electrode
and mass of analyte deposited on the QCM surface [115]. The thickness of electrode
theoretically influences the mass sensitivity of the QCM by applying a stress on the quartz
crystal in the form of an additional mass [102]. This influence of electrode thickness on
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mass sensitivity is investigated by incrementing the thickness of the electrodes of a 5 MHz
QCM conventional circular electrode configuration. The electrode thickness values of 100
nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, 500 nm, and 600 nm are considered, while fixing the other
parameters including quartz thickness, radius of quartz and electrode radius at constant
values mentioned in Table 7. Adaptive frequency sweep study coupled with a parametric
sweep is conducted to simulate the resonant frequency and frequency shift of the QCM for
an added total mass of 200 μg. Figure 31 illustrates the COMSOL simulation results
extracted as a 2D plot of displacement vs resonant frequency. For certain electrode
thickness, spurious frequencies are observed in the simulation result. This is found to
happen due to coupling of the primary thickness-shear vibration mode with secondary
modes such as the flexural and the face-shear mode, causing admittance coupling thereby
introducing spurious frequencies [116]. The frequency providing the maximum
displacement amplitude is considered the resonant frequency, due to the increased
admittance found in the thickness shear mode [117]. The spurious frequency modes are
also neglected based on their noticeably different frequency values which deviates from
the expected resonant frequency shift observed.
Table 7. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode configuration for
analyzing effect of electrode thickness

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Top and Bottom

1.5 [mm]

electrode radius
Voltage

10 [V]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 31. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the parametric sweep results for effect of electrode thickness on
frequency shift for electrode thickness values: 100 nm (●), 200 nm (●), 300 nm (●), 400 nm (●), 500 nm
(●), and 600 nm (●) (a) Fundamental resonant frequency, (b) Resonant Frequency for 200 μg added total
mass.

The simulation results illustrated in Figure 32 indicate that the fundamental
resonant frequency as well as the frequency shift decreases with an increase in electrode
thickness. This happens as a result of higher stress on the quartz crystal due to an increase
in electrode thickness which reduces the resonant frequency of the QCM.
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Figure 32. COMSOL simulation results illustrating the frequency shift (kHz) for an added mass of 200 μg
obtained for electrode thickness values of 100 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, 500 nm and 600 nm.

Simulation results indicate that the highest frequency shift of 130 kHz is achieved
for an electrode thickness of 100 nm after which it gradually decreases to 121 kHz with an
increase in the electrode thickness to 300 nm. On further increasing the electrode thickness
from 400 nm to 600 nm, a sharp decrease in frequency shift is observed from 104 kHz to
93 kHz. Thus, a higher mass sensitivity of the QCM is obtained by utilizing a thinner
electrode.
4.7 Effect of Electrode and Quartz Radius on Mass Sensitivity of QCM
According to the equation (referred in previous chapter), the radius of the quartz
and radius of electrodes do not influence the resonant frequency of the QCM. However
Sauerbrey’s equation (3) shows that resonant frequency shift is dependent on the mass
loading area of the QCM, which in turn influences the mass sensitivity [114]. Hence, in
this analysis, the influence of electrode and quartz radius on mass sensitivity is investigated
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for a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode configuration. This investigation
has been conducted based on the ratio of electrode radius to quartz radius and has been
divided into two cases. In both the cases, the ratio of electrode radius to quartz radius is
chosen as ¼, ½ and ¾.
In the first case, the radius of the quartz is fixed at 10 mm, while the electrode radius
is selected as 2.5 mm, 5 mm, and 7.5 mm. In the second case, the radius of the quartz is
fixed at 14 mm, while the electrode radius is selected as 3.5 mm, 7 mm, and 10.5 mm.
Other critical design parameters including the thickness of quartz and electrode thickness
were fixed at a constant value, listed in Table 8. Adaptive frequency sweep has been
performed to determine the resonant frequency and frequency shift for an added mass per
unit area of 20 μg/mm2.
Table 8. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode configuration for
analyzing effect of electrode and quartz radius

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Voltage

10 [V]

The COMSOL simulation results are extracted as a 2D plot representing the
mechanical response of the QCM in the form of the resonant frequency. The simulation
results illustrating the displacement vs resonant frequency of QCM with quartz radius 10
mm is depicted in Figure 33. The 2D plot representing the displacement vs resonant
frequency of QCM with quartz radius 10 mm for an added mass per unit area is illustrated
in Figure 34.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 33. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs frequency utilized to determine the
fundamental resonant frequency (for 0 mass) of QCM with quartz radius 10 mm and electrode radius
values of (a) 2.5 mm (b) 5 mm and (c) 7.5 mm.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 34. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs frequency utilized to obtain the frequency
shift for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm 2 of QCM with quartz radius of 10 mm and electrode
radius values of (a) 2.5 mm (b) 5 mm, and (c) 7.5 mm.
Table 9. COMSOL results for effect of electrode radius on mass sensitivity for quartz radius of 10 mm

Ratio

Electrode
radius

Frequency for
0 μg/mm2 mass
per unit area

Frequency Shift
(kHz)

4.456 MHz

Frequency for
20 μg/mm2
mass per unit
area
4.373 MHz

¼
½
¾

2.5 mm
5 mm

4.419MHz

4.335 MHz

84

7.5 mm

4.411 MHz

4.327 MHz

84

83

The simulation results depicted in Table 9 indicate that the resonant frequency of
the QCM with a quartz radius of 10 mm decreases with an increase in electrode radius from
2.5 mm to 7.5 mm. The frequency shift for an added mass slightly increases with an
increase in electrode radius from 2.5 mm to 5 mm, however no change is observed on
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increasing electrode radius to 7.5 mm. The simulation results illustrating the fundamental
resonant frequency of QCM with quartz radius 14 mm is depicted in Figure 35. The 2D
plot representing the resonant frequency of QCM with quartz radius 14 mm for an added
mass per unit area is illustrated in Figure 36.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 35. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs frequency utilized to obtain the fundamental
resonant frequency (for 0 mass) of QCM with quartz radius of 14 mm and electrode radius of values (a) 3.5
mm (b) 7 mm, and (c) 10.5 mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 36. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs frequency utilized to obtain the resonant
frequency for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm 2 of QCM with quartz radius 14 mm and electrode
radius values of (a) 3.5 mm (b) 7 mm (c) 10.5 mm.
Table 10. COMSOL results for effect of electrode radius on mass sensitivity for quartz radius of 14 mm

Ratio

Electrode
radius

Frequency for
0 μg/mm2 mass
per unit area

Frequency Shift
(kHz)

4.433 MHz

Frequency for
20 μg/mm2
mass per unit
area
4.349 MHz

¼
½
¾

3.5 mm
7 mm

4.412 MHz

4.328 MHz

84

10.5 mm

4.407 MHz

4.323 MHz

84

84

The simulation results depicted in Table 10 indicate that the resonant frequency of
the QCM with a quartz radius of 14 mm decreases with an increase in electrode radius from
3.5 mm to 10.5 mm, however the frequency shift for an added mass stays constant. From
the investigation, it is also observed that the frequency shift does not change on increasing
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the quartz radius from 10 mm to 14 mm. Hence, it is evident from the simulation results
that the quartz radius and electrode radius of a conventional circular electrode QCM does
not majorly affect its mass sensitivity.
4.8 Effect of Mass Loading Area on Mass Sensitivity of QCM
Commercial QCM sensors consist of a sensing layer present on the sensing
electrode which is responsible for analyte interaction in the form of mass loading [118]. A
change in the resonant frequency of the QCM is observed due to this mass loading effect
and the corresponding area is known as the mass loading area, illustrated in Figure 37.
According to the Sauerbrey’s equation, the frequency shift of the QCM is inversely
proportional to its mass loading area [57]. However, a larger mass loading area enables
greater mass loading, which improves the frequency shift of the QCM. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate the effect of the mass loading area of the QCM to improve its
sensing performance. Hence, an analysis is conducted to analyze the effect of the mass
loading area of a fundamental 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode
configuration.

Figure 37. Schematic figure of a QCM with a mass loading area coverage from 10 % to 90 % (highlighted
& not to scale) on the top electrode.
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Critical design parameters such as the radius of the quartz, quartz thickness and the
radius of electrodes and electrode thickness is maintained at a fixed value as depicted in
Table 11.
Table 11. Design parameters of QCM with changing radius of mass loading area.

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Top and Bottom
electrode radius

4.25 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]

In this analysis, the mass loading area is considered as a boundary layer of zero
thickness present on the top electrode with an adsorption capability of 20 μg/mm2. The
mass loading area of the QCM is varied for values of 0.425 mm, 0.85 mm, 1.275 mm, 1.7
mm, 2.125 mm, 2.55 mm, 2.975 mm, 3.4 mm, 3.825 mm, and 4.25 mm which corresponds
to 10 % to 100 % coverage of the entire top electrode. COMSOL simulation results are
extracted as a 2D plot of displacement vs resonant frequency of the QCM for an added
mass per unit area on the defined mass loading area is illustrated in Figure 38.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 38. COMSOL 2D plot illustrating the displacement vs frequency utilized to obtain the resonant
frequency of the QCM for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 of QCM with mass loading area
radius values of (a) 0.425 mm, (b) 0.85 mm, (c) 1.275 mm, (d) 1.7 mm, (e) 2.125 mm, (f) 2.5 mm, (g)
2.975 mm, (h) 3.4 mm (i) 3.825 mm (j) 4.25 mm.
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Figure 39. COMSOL simulation results illustrating the frequency shift (kHz) obtained for different values
of radius of mass loading area (mm) for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm 2.

Figure 40. 2D plot illustrating the individual frequency shift values for changing radius of mass loading
area as the slope of frequency shift vs radius of mass loading area for radii values 0.425 mm, 0.85 mm,
1.275 mm, 1.7 mm, 2.125 mm, 2.5 mm, 2.975 mm, 3.4 mm, 3.825 mm, and 4.25 mm.

The graph depicted in Figure 39 indicates that a gradual increase in frequency shift
is observed with increasing mass loading area. Figure 40 shows us that the individual
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frequency shift values observed on varying the mass loading area achieves a maximum at
1.275 mm after which it gradually decreases. This spike in resonant frequency shift
indicates the presence of a localized energy trapping and the corresponding region can be
termed as a region of opportunity. Utilizing this region of opportunity for mass loading
would achieve a higher resonant frequency shift for a lesser mass loading area, thereby
improving the mass sensitivity.
The analysis results suggest that selective placement of electrodes on the QCM can
improve the mass sensitivity while utilizing a reduced mass loading area compared to the
conventional setup. The influence of the mass loading area on the device mass sensitivity
for QCM devices with different electrode radii is further investigated in Chapter 5.
4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, the quartz crystal microbalance has been modelled and simulated to
determine the resonant frequency using Finite Element Analysis. The critical design
parameters that influence the device mass sensitivity have been identified based on the
QCM’s governing equations and investigated using COMSOL Multiphysics. These critical
parameters include the radius and thickness of the quartz crystal, radius and thickness of
the electrode, and the radius of mass loading area. A mesh dependency analysis has been
performed to ensure the simulation results are independent of the meshing sequence.
Mass sensitivity analysis of a QCM with a conventional circular electrode was
conducted to analyze the influence of critical design parameters by simulating the resonant
frequency shift for an added mass. Based on the conducted Multiphysics simulations, the
analysis of quartz thickness of the QCM revealed that the frequency shift decreases with
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an increase in quartz thickness, therefore a thinner quartz crystal attains a higher resonant
frequency shift.
The thickness of the electrode influences the mass sensitivity by depicting a
decrease in frequency shift with an increase in electrode thickness, hence utilizing a thinner
electrode results in a higher resonant frequency shift. The analysis of influence of electrode
and quartz radius on mass sensitivity revealed that the frequency shift does not significantly
change on varying the radius parameters respectively, therefore the mass sensitivity is
generally unaffected.
The investigation on the influence of mass loading area on frequency shift of the
QCM revealed that mass loading on specific areas of the QCM electrode can potentially
improve the device sensing performance by identifying and localizing the energy trapping.
This provides a scope for modifying the QCM electrode configuration to attain a higher
frequency shift by selectively placing electrodes on the QCM surface. This phenomenon
of electrode placement on the QCM gives rise to complex electrode configurations that
have been proposed as an alternative to the conventional QCM design. Some of these
electrode configurations have been briefly introduced and discussed in section 3.3 of
chapter 3. The mass sensitivity analysis has been extended to these complex electrode
configurations in the upcoming chapter. Additionally, investigations on identifying the
areas of opportunity on the QCM with accumulated energy is further pursued for different
QCM devices. It is to be noted that the QCM’s operating principle or the sensing
mechanism is not affected by varying the design parameters. Hence, the applicability of
the investigations conducted in this chapter extends to other conventional QCM devices.
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Chapter 5
Analyzing Different Electrode Configurations and Investigating the Influence of
Mass Loading Area on QCM Mass Sensitivity
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, the critical design parameters of the QCM were investigated to
determine the factors influencing its principle of operation. Of the investigated parameters,
the mass loading area of the QCM was found to be a key factor influencing device sensing
performance. In section 3.2.4 of chapter 3, the energy trapping effect was introduced as a
phenomenon which causes build-up of energy in certain regions of the QCM which
generated a higher mass sensitivity. Utilizing such regions with accumulated mass
sensitivity for mass loading would potentially enhance the QCM’s response towards the
added mass and ensure an even sensing performance across the QCM electrode. Hence, in
this chapter the sensing performance of the QCM is determined using the mass sensitivity
parameter as well as the radial distribution of mass sensitivity across its surface known as
the uniformity. The mass sensitivity of the QCM is estimated using the Sauerbrey’s
relationship between frequency shift and added mass deduced in equation (8).
The uniformity distribution is evaluated using the expression (12) which defines
the direct relationship between particle displacement amplitude across the surface and
radial mass sensitivity. Based on these two parameters, the sensing performance of
different innovative electrode configurations of the QCM are evaluated and contrasted.
Newer electrode configurations such as the ring electrode and the recently developed ringdot electrode configuration are investigated for its potential to improve the uniformity
distribution across the QCM. A novel approach of distributing the mass loading area by
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identifying and localizing the energy trapping is introduced in this chapter. Based on this
approach, a newly developed electrode configuration is proposed to improve the QCM
mass sensitivity without affecting the uniformity distribution.
5.2 Analysis of a 5 MHz QCM with Conventional Circular Electrode Configuration
The conventional circular electrode configuration of the QCM possesses a simple
design and is widely preferred for providing a high mass sensitivity. However, the radial
distribution of mass sensitivity across the circular electrode structure is primarily limited
to its center due to the energy trapping effect. To investigate the mass sensitivity and the
uniformity distribution across the circular electrode, the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz
QCM has been simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics. The resonant frequency shift for
an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 is estimated to determine the mass sensitivity.
Table 12. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode configuration

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [um]

Top electrode radius

4.25 [mm]

Bottom electrode
radius

4.25 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]
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Figure 41. (a) Schematic view of a 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode configuration with
design parameters mentioned in Table 12 (b) Uniformity plot of total displacement across the circular
electrode.

Figure 41(a) illustrates a 5 MHz QCM with a circular electrode configuration
designed using the parameters mentioned in Table 12. The amplitude of displacement
across the QCM electrode is plotted in Figure 41(b) to portray the distribution of mass
sensitivity across the surface. A Gaussian distribution of uniformity is observed as the
amplitude of displacement peaks in the centre and gradually decreases in the radial
direction as a result of the energy trapping effect.

Figure 42. 2D plot of the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode
configuration with design parameters mentioned in Table 12.
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Figure 43. 2D plot of the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM with conventional circular electrode
configuration with design parameters mentioned in Table 12, for an added mass per unit area of 20
μg/mm2.

From Figure 42 the resonant frequency of the QCM with conventional circular
electrode is found to be 4.425 MHz. Figure 43 depicts the resonant frequency of the QCM
for an added mass per unit area of 20 µg/mm2 which is determined as 4.341 MHz. The
resonant frequency shift for the added mass is calculated as 84 kHz and the corresponding
mass sensitivity is evaluated from equation (11) to be 74 Hz/µg mm2. The unequal
distribution of uniformity across the circular electrode diminishes the sensing performance
of the device near the electrode edges. Hence, newly developed electrode configurations
are investigated further.
5.3 Analysis of a 5 MHz QCM with Ring Electrode Configuration to Improve the
Uniformity Distribution
The ring electrode configuration of the QCM was developed to enhance the
distribution of mass sensitivity observed in the conventional circular electrode design. In
this configuration, the electrodes are spread in a ring geometry around the center of the
quartz surface, thereby reducing the energy trapping present in the middle. This ensures an
approximately uniform radial distribution of mass sensitivity. To investigate the mass
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sensitivity of the ring electrode configuration, the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM
has been simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics. The resonant frequency shift for an
added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 is estimated to determine the mass sensitivity.
Table 13. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with ring electrode configuration

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [um]

Ring width

2.5 [mm]

Bottom electrode radius

4.25 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]

Figure 44(a) illustrates a 5 MHz QCM with a ring electrode configuration designed
using the parameters mentioned in Table 13. The amplitude of displacement across the ring
electrode QCM is plotted in Figure 44(b) to portray the distribution of mass sensitivity
across the surface.

Figure 44. (a) Schematic view of a 5 MHz QCM with a ring electrode configuration with design parameters
mentioned in Table 13 (b) Uniformity plot of total displacement across the ring electrode.

The uniformity distribution shows that the amplitude of displacement is observed
to peak at the electrode edges while a lower displacement is maintained at the centre,
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thereby distributing the mass sensitivity relatively even at the electrode edges compared to
the conventional circular electrode.

Figure 45. 2D plot of the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM with ring electrode configuration with
design parameters mentioned in Table 13.

Figure 46. 2D plot of the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM with ring electrode configuration with
design parameters mentioned in Table 13, for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2.

From Figure 45 the resonant frequency of the QCM with conventional circular
electrode is found to be 4.466 MHz. Figure 46 depicts the resonant frequency of the QCM
for an added mass per unit area of 20 µg/mm2 which is determined as 4.384 MHz. The
resonant frequency shift for the added mass is calculated as 82 kHz and the corresponding
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mass sensitivity is evaluated from equation (11) to be 87 Hz/µg mm2. The uneven
distribution of uniformity across the circular electrode diminishes the sensing performance
of the device near the electrode edges.
5.3.1

Effect of Ring Electrode Width on Mass Sensitivity
Varying the width of the ring electrode changes the amount of mass loading area

present on the QCM surface around the center, thereby influencing the mass sensitivity as
well as the uniformity distribution. Hence, it is essential to determine the influence of the
ring electrode width on mass sensitivity of the QCM. In this analysis, the ring electrode
width was varied for the following values of 0.75 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, and 2.5 mm as
illustrated in Figure 47. The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an
added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2. For a fair comparison, the outer electrode radius
of the devices was kept constant at 4.25 mm.

Figure 47. Ring electrode width is varied for values of 0.75 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm, and 2.5 mm to determine
the influence on mass sensitivity and uniformity distribution for a QCM with ring electrode configuration.
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The simulation results depicted in Table 14 indicate that the frequency shift
increases with an increase in the ring electrode width, due to a rise in the mass loading area.
The evaluated mass sensitivity however is found to be maximum for a ring width of 2 mm,
although ring width value of 2.5 mm yields a higher frequency shift. This is due to a more
efficient energy trapping achieved by a ring electrode width of 2 mm, which enables a
higher frequency shift for a lesser mass loading area, thereby maximizing the mass
sensitivity.
Table 14. COMSOL results for effect of ring electrode width on mass sensitivity for a 5 MHZ QCM with
ring electrode configuration

Ring
width

Gap
radius

Mass
Loading
Area
2

(mm)
0.75
3.5 mm
mm
1.5 mm 2.75 mm
2 mm

12.567
32.987

2.25 mm

40.841

2.5 mm 1.75 mm

47.124

Frequency Frequency Frequency
for 0
for 20
Shift
2

Mass
Sensitivity

2

μg/mm
mass per
unit area
4.742
MHz
4.526
MHz
4.49 MHz

μg/mm
mass per
unit area
4.732
MHz
4.494
MHz
4.41 MHz

4.466
MHz

4.384
MHz

10 kHz
32 kHz
80 kHz
82 kHz

40 Hz/µg
mm2
48 Hz/µg
mm2
97 Hz/µg
mm2
87 Hz/µg
mm2

Figure 48 illustrates the radial distribution of mass sensitivity as a uniformity plot
of displacement amplitude across the QCM surface. It is observed that for a smaller ring
width of 0.75 mm, the displacement amplitude at the central un-electroded region is found
to be greater than the displacement at the electrode region. This portrays a possible
threshold value for the ring electrode width, where the inherent energy trapping of the
QCM is seen to be greater than the energy trapping produced by the ring electrode. On
increasing the ring electrode width to 1.5 mm, the amplitude of displacement is observed
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to increase in the radial direction. This trend is observed to continue while further
increasing the ring electrode width to values of 2 mm and 2.5 mm.

Figure 48. 2D plot of amplitude of displacement across the QCM surface comparing the uniformity
distribution of QCM with a ring electrode comprising ring electrode width values 0.75 mm, 1.5 mm, 2 mm,
2.5 mm

While the ring electrode configuration achieves a high mass sensitivity, the absence
of energy trapping in the centre affects the uniformity distribution, thereby limiting its
sensing performance. Hence, to improve the uniformity distribution while ensuring a
higher mass sensitivity, alternative electrode configurations are proposed and investigated.
5.4 Analysis of a 5 MHz QCM with Ring-Dot Electrode Configuration to Enhance
Uniformity Distribution and to Improve Mass Sensitivity
The recently developed ring-dot electrode configuration [119] was proposed to
enhance the uniformity distribution of the QCM and achieve a higher mass sensitivity.
Although the ring electrode configuration attained a higher displacement amplitude
towards the electrode edges, the absence of electrode in the center resulted in poor energy
trapping, and consequently an uneven distribution of mass sensitivity.
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To address this, the ring-dot electrode configuration comprises a circular electrode
referred to as a dot electrode in the middle, surrounded by a ring electrode. The presence
of this central dot electrode induces energy trapping in the center and subsequently ensures
a more uniform distribution of mass sensitivity across the QCM. To investigate the mass
sensitivity of the ring-dot electrode configuration, the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM
has been simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics. The resonant frequency shift for an
added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 is estimated to determine the mass sensitivity.
Table 15. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with ring-dot electrode configuration

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [um]

Ring width

0.75 [mm]

Dot electrode radius

2.5 [mm]

Bottom electrode
radius

4.25 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]

Figure 49(a) illustrates a 5 MHz QCM with a ring-dot electrode configuration
designed using the parameters mentioned in Table 15. The amplitude of displacement
across the ring-dot electrode QCM is plotted in Figure 49(b) to portray the distribution of
mass sensitivity across the surface.
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Figure 49. (a) Schematic view of a 5 MHz QCM with a ring-dot electrode configuration with design
parameters mentioned in Table 15 (b) Uniformity plot of total displacement across the ring-dot electrode
(size not to scale).

This uniformity plot indicates that amplitude of displacement evenly peaks at the
electrode edges and is also maintained higher at the centre of the quartz. Hence, the mass
sensitivity is found to be uniformly distributed in the centre as well as at the electrode edges
compared to the conventional circular electrode and the ring electrode configurations.

Figure 50. 2D plot of the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM with ring-dot electrode configuration with
design parameters mentioned in Table 15.
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Figure 51. 2D plot of the resonant frequency of a 5 MHz QCM with ring-dot electrode configuration with
design parameters mentioned in Table 15, for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2.

From Figure 50 the resonant frequency of the QCM with ring-dot electrode
configuration is found to be 4.449 MHz. Figure 51 depicts the resonant frequency of the
QCM for an added mass per unit area of 20 µg/mm2 which is determined as 4.367 MHz.
The resonant frequency shift for the added mass is calculated as 82 kHz and the
corresponding mass sensitivity is evaluated from equation (11) to be 108 Hz/µg mm2.
Hence, the ring-dot electrode configuration portrays the capacity to achieve a higher mass
sensitivity, while improving the uniformity distribution evenly across the electrode.
5.4.1

Effect of Ring Electrode Width on Mass Sensitivity and Uniformity
Distribution of Ring-dot Electrode Configuration
The ring electrode of the ring-dot electrode configuration facilitates the distribution

of mass sensitivity in the radial direction across the QCM surface. This analysis was
performed to determine the influence of the ring electrode width on the mass sensitivity of
the ring-dot electrode configuration. In this analysis, the dot electrode radius was kept
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constant at 0.5 mm, while the ring electrode width was varied for values of 0.75 mm, 1
mm, 1.25 mm, and 1.5 mm.

Figure 52. Ring electrode width is varied for values of 0.75 mm, 1 mm, 1.25 mm, and 1.5 mm to
determine the influence on mass sensitivity and uniformity distribution for a QCM with ring-dot
electrode configuration.

For a fair comparison, the outer electrode radius of the devices was kept constant
at 4.25 mm. The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an added mass
per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 16. COMSOL results for effect of ring electrode width on mass sensitivity for a 5 MHz QCM with
ring-dot electrode configuration

Ring
width

Gap
width

Mass
Loading
Area
(mm)2

0.75
mm
1 mm

2.75 mm

19.046

Frequency Frequency Frequency
for 0
for 20
Shift
2
2
μg/mm
μg/mm
mass per
mass per
unit area
unit area
4.702 MHz 4.661 MHz
41 kHz

2.5 mm

24.347

4.634 MHz 4.574 MHz

60 kHz

1.25 2.25 mm
mm
1.5 mm 2 mm

29.256

4.582 MHz 4.509 MHz

73 kHz

33.772

4.57 MHz

77 kHz

82

4.493 MHz

Mass
Sensitivity

107 Hz/µg
mm2
123 Hz/µg
mm2
125 Hz/µg
mm2
113 Hz/µg
mm2

The simulation results depicted in Table 16 indicate that the frequency shift
increases with greater ring electrode width, due to an increase in the mass loading area.
The evaluated mass sensitivity however is found to be higher for ring width values of 1
mm and 1.25 mm achieving mass sensitivities of 125 Hz/µg mm2 and 125 Hz/µg mm2,
respectively. Although the ring width value of 1.5 mm achieves a higher frequency shift of
77 kHz, the corresponding mass sensitivity is found to be 113 Hz/µg mm2. This is because
the ring width values of 1 mm and 1.25 mm utilize lesser mass loading area to achieve a
higher frequency shift compared to other devices, thereby exploiting the energy trapping
effect to maximize the mass sensitivity.

Figure 53. 2D plot of amplitude of displacement across the QCM surface comparing the uniformity
distribution of QCM with a ring-dot electrode comprising ring electrode width values of 0.75 mm, 1 mm,
1.25 mm, and 1.5 mm.

Figure 53 illustrates the radial distribution of mass sensitivity as a uniformity plot
of displacement amplitude across the QCM surface. On increasing the ring electrode width
from 0.75 mm to 1.5 mm, the amplitude of displacement is observed to increase from 2 nm
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to approximately 6.5 nm in the radial direction near the electrode edges. A slightly lesser
displacement is observed at the centre due to the small radius of the dot electrode. Hence,
a larger ring width helps attain a higher displacement amplitude radially, thereby enhancing
the uniformity.
Anomalously it is noted that for ring width value of 0.75 mm, the displacement
amplitude at the centre is found to be slightly greater than the displacement at the edge
region. Due to the lesser ring electrode width, the energy trapping produced by the dot
electrode is found to be slightly greater than the energy trapping caused by the ring
electrode. Hence, it is equally important to investigate the dot electrode’s influence on the
mass sensitivity and the uniformity distribution.
5.4.2

Effect of Dot Electrode Width on Mass Sensitivity and Uniformity Distribution
of Ring-dot Electrode Configuration
The dot electrode of the ring-dot electrode configuration is responsible for inducing

energy trapping at the centre. Hence, the size of the dot electrode influences the mass
sensitivity of the device. In this analysis, the dot electrode radius is varied for values of 0.5
mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, and 3 mm, while the width of the ring electrode is fixed at 0.75 mm.

Figure 54. Ring electrode width is varied for values of 0.75 mm, 1 mm, 1.25 mm, and 1.5 mm to determine
the influence on mass sensitivity and uniformity distribution for a QCM with ring-dot electrode
configuration.
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For a fair comparison, the outer electrode radius of the devices was kept constant
at 4.25 mm. The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an added mass
per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 17. COMSOL results for effect of dot electrode radius on mass sensitivity for a 5 MHz QCM with
ring-dot electrode configuration

Dot

Gap

Mass

Frequency

electrode

Width

Loading

for 0

for 20

Area

μg/mm2

μg/mm2

(mm2)

mass per

mass per

unit area

unit area

4.702 MHz

4.661 MHz

radius

0.5 mm

3 mm

19.046

Frequency Frequency

Mass

Shift

Sensitivity

41 kHz

107 Hz/µg
mm2

1.5 mm

2 mm

25.329

4.504 MHz

4.424 MHz

80 kHz

157 Hz/µg
mm2

2.5 mm

1 mm

37.895

4.449 MHz

4.3675

81.5 kHz

mm2

MHz
3 mm

0.5 mm

46.535

4.437 MHz

4.3545

108 Hz/µg

82.5 kHz

MHz

88 Hz/µg
mm2

The simulation results depicted in Table 17 show that the frequency shift increases
with increasing dot electrode radius. The evaluated mass sensitivity is found to be highest
at 157 Hz/µg mm2 for dot electrode radius of 1.5 mm, followed by electrode radius values
of 2.5 mm and 0.5 mm which attain comparable mass sensitivity values of 108 Hz/µg mm2
and 107 Hz/µg mm2, respectively. Even though dot electrode radius of 3 mm achieves the
highest frequency shift of 82.5 kHz, it yields the lowest mass sensitivity value of 88 Hz/µg
mm2. This can be explained by the fact that the 3 mm dot electrode radius uses a noticeably
greater mass loading area for achieving a similar frequency shift.
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A comparable scenario is observed between electrode radii values of 1.5 mm and
2.5 mm which attains similar mass sensitivity values, despite their difference in mass
loading area. This shows that a greater mass sensitivity can be achieved by identifying and
utilizing the energy trapping effect to generate a higher frequency shift for a lesser mass
loading area.

Figure 55. 2D plot of amplitude of displacement across the QCM surface comparing the uniformity
distribution of QCM with a ring-dot electrode comprising dot electrode radius of 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm,
3 mm.

Figure 55 illustrates the radial distribution of mass sensitivity as a uniformity plot
of displacement amplitude across the QCM surface. On increasing the dot electrode radius
from 0.5 mm to 3 mm, the displacement amplitude is observed to increase from
approximately 4 nm to 22 nm in the centre. In the radial direction, the amplitude of
displacement near the electrode edges is also found to increase with increasing dot
electrode radius. This is due to the decrease in gap width between the dot and ring
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electrodes, which introduces energy trapping in the radial direction across the surface.
Therefore, utilizing smaller gap width between electrodes improves the uniformity
distribution for the ring-dot electrode configuration.
5.5 Comparing the Mass Sensitivity and Uniformity Distribution for a 5 MHz QCM
with conventional circular electrode, ring electrode and ring-dot electrode
configurations comprising equal outer electrode radius
In this section, a comparison is made between the mass sensitivities and uniformity
distribution of the priorly investigated electrode configurations illustrated in Figure 56.
QCM devices with a conventional circular electrode, ring electrode and a ring-dot electrode
configuration of equal electrode radius of 2.5 mm are considered for this analysis. The
resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an added mass per unit area of
20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.

Figure 56. Schematic illustration of a QCM with (a) a conventional circular electrode, (b) ring electrode, (c)
ring-dot electrode configuration (not to scale).
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Table 18. Comparison of circular electrode, ring electrode and ring-dot electrode configurations

Circular Electrode

Ring Electrode

Ring-dot Electrode

Mass loading
area

19.634 mm2

16.496 mm2

Electrode
radius

2.5 mm

Ring width = 1.5 mm
outer radius = 2.5 mm

Dot radius = 0.75 mm
Ring width = 1.5 mm
outer radius = 2.5 mm

Frequency
shift

F1 = 4.455 MHz
F2 = 4.372 MHz
Δf = 83 kHz

F1 = 4.513 MHz
F2 = 4.44 MHz
Δf = 73 kHz

F1 = 4.487 MHz
F2 = 4.413 MHz
Δf = 74 kHz

Mass
Sensitivity

211 Hz/µg mm2

221 Hz/µg mm2

202 Hz/µg mm2

18.032 mm2

Table 18 presents the comparison of the resonant frequency shift and the mass
sensitivities of the three QCM electrode configurations. It can be seen that for a fixed outer
electrode radius, the circular electrode configuration attains the highest resonant frequency
shift of 83 kHz, followed by the ring-dot electrode achieving a frequency shift of 74 kHz
and the ring electrode configuration attaining a frequency shift of 73 kHz. The ring
electrode configuration achieves the highest mass sensitivity of 221 Hz/µg mm2 due to its
evidently lesser mass loading area compared to the conventional circular electrode and
ring-dot electrode configurations which achieve mass sensitivities of 211 Hz/µg mm2 and
202 Hz/µg mm2, respectively.
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Figure 57. 2D plot of amplitude of displacement across the QCM surface comparing the uniformity
distribution of QCM with a ring electrode, a ring-dot electrode and a conventional circular electrode
comprising an outer electrode radius of 2.5 mm.

Figure 57 illustrates the radial distribution of mass sensitivity as a uniformity plot
of displacement amplitude across the QCM surface. It can be seen that the conventional
circular electrode configuration attains a higher displacement amplitude of 23 nm at the
center, however the displacement amplitude drops to the range of 10 – 15 nm in the radial
direction, resulting in poorer uniformity near the electrode edges.
For the ring electrode, the displacement at the electrode edges is found to be
approximately 10 nm while the displacement at the center is within the range of 6 nm.
Hence, the uniformity distribution achieved by the ring electrode configuration is improved
in the radial direction but lessened in the center.
The ring-dot electrode configuration comprises a fairly even uniformity distribution
compared to the conventional circular electrode and the ring electrode. The displacement
amplitude is found to be approximately 13 nm in the center, and gradually reduces to 10
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nm and approximately 7.5 nm towards the edges, thereby consisting of an improved
uniformity distribution.
From this comparison, it can be seen that for a fixed outer electrode radius, the
newer electrode configurations achieve comparable mass sensitivities and a partially
improved uniformity distribution. Although the ring electrode configuration achieves a
higher mass sensitivity, the lack of electrode in the center results in an unequal uniformity
distribution. On the other hand, the ring-dot electrode configuration attains a high mass
sensitivity as well as an approximately even uniformity distribution across the electrode.
Hence, the ring-dot electrode configuration is further investigated and contrasted with the
conventional electrode configuration for different electrode radius, while possessing equal
mass loading area.
5.6 Comparing Mass Sensitivity of conventional circular electrode and ring-dot
electrode configuration for same mass loading area
In the comparison made in section 5.5, the ring-dot electrode depicted a high mass
sensitivity as well as an improved uniformity distribution in contrast to the ring electrode
and the conventional electrode configuration comprising of the same electrode radius.
Furthermore, the investigation performed in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 indicated that
increasing the mass loading area and decreasing gap width between electrodes enhanced
the uniformity of the ring-dot electrode configuration.
In this section, a comparison between the circular electrode and the ring-dot
electrode configuration is made based on the mass loading area distribution. The mass
sensitivity and uniformity distribution are evaluated for the conventional circular electrode
and the ring-dot electrode configurations comprising equal mass loading area. For this
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analysis, a 5 MHz QCM with a circular electrode of 19.634 mm2 mass loading area is
considered. Additionally, 5 MHz QCM devices with ring-dot electrode configuration of
approximately equal mass loading area are designed for comparison.
Based on the investigations conducted in section 5.4.2, larger mass loading area
and lesser gap between the electrodes produced an improved uniformity distribution across
the electrode. Hence, a ring-dot electrode with two ring electrodes in the place of a large
ring electrode known as the 2 ring-dot electrode is designed for this analysis.

Figure 58. Schematic figure of a 5 MHz QCM with a 2 ring-dot electrode configuration of dot electrode
radius 0.5 mm, and ring electrode widths of 0.5 mm, and 0.75 mm.

Figure 58 depicts a 2 ring-dot electrode configuration comprising mass loading area
approximately equal to 21.038 mm2. From the simulations conducted, it was noted that a
±10% difference in mass loading area between electrodes did not affect the resonant
frequency shift, and hence is negligible.
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Table 19. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode, ring-dot electrode
and 2 ring-dot electrode configurations

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [um]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Voltage

10 [V]

For this analysis, QCM with a conventional circular electrode, ring-dot electrode
and a 2 ring-dot electrode configuration built using the parameters mentioned in Table 19
are considered. The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an added
mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 20. Comparison of circular electrode, ring electrode and ring-dot electrode configurations

Circular Electrode

Ring-dot Electrode

2 Ring-dot Electrode

Mass loading
area

19.634 mm2

21.038 mm2

Electrode
radius

2.5 mm

Dot radius = 0.5 mm
Ring width = 1 mm
outer radius = 3.25 mm

Dot radius = 0.5 mm
Ring widths = 0.5, 0.75 mm
outer radius = 3.25 mm

Frequency
shift

F1 = 4.455 MHz
F2 = 4.372 MHz
Δf = 83 kHz

F1 = 4.547 MHz
F2 = 4.47 MHz
Δf = 77 kHz

F1 = 4.583 MHz
F2 = 4.538 MHz
Δf = 45 kHz

Mass
Sensitivity

211 Hz/µg mm2

174 Hz/µg mm2

119 Hz/µg mm2

19.056 mm2

Table 20 presents the comparison of the resonant frequency shift and the mass
sensitivities of the three QCM electrode configurations. It can be seen that for a fixed mass
loading area coverage and varying outer electrode radius, the circular electrode
configuration attains the highest resonant frequency shift of 83 kHz, followed by the ring-
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dot electrode achieving a frequency shift of 74 kHz and finally the 2 ring-dot electrode
configuration attaining a lower frequency shift of 45 kHz. Consequently, the circular
electrode configuration achieves the highest mass sensitivity of 211 Hz/µg mm2 followed
by the ring-dot electrode configuration which achieve a mass sensitivity of 174 Hz/µg mm2.
Evidently, the 2 ring-dot electrode attains the lowest mass sensitivity of 119 Hz/µg mm2,
despite comprising lesser mass loading area among the compared electrodes. This indicates
that there is limited energy trapping in the device due to dispersal of electrodes across the
quartz, subsequently producing a lower frequency shift.

Figure 59. 2D plot of amplitude of displacement across the QCM surface comparing the uniformity
distribution of QCM with a ring-dot electrode, 2 ring-dot electrode and a conventional circular electrode
comprising mass loading area equal to 19 mm2.

Figure 59 illustrates the radial distribution of mass sensitivity as a uniformity plot
of displacement amplitude across the QCM surface. It can be seen that the conventional
circular electrode configuration attains a higher displacement amplitude of 23 nm at the
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center, however the displacement amplitude drops to the range of 10 – 15 nm in the radial
direction, resulting in reduced uniformity near the electrode edges. The uniformity
distribution is also observed to be narrower compared to the other devices, due to the
smaller outer electrode radius of the circular electrode.
The ring-dot electrode configuration comprises a relatively even uniformity
distribution compared to the conventional circular electrode. The displacement amplitude
is found to be approximately 12 nm in the center, and reduces to approximately 8 nm
towards the edges, thereby consisting of an improved uniformity distribution. The
uniformity distribution is also found to be broader across the surface due to its greater outer
electrode radius, in comparison to the conventional circular electrode.
The presence of the additional ring in the 2 ring-dot electrode configuration results
in an enhanced uniformity distribution across the QCM. The displacement amplitude at the
center is found to be approximately 7.5 nm, and gradually reduces across multiple peaks
in the range of 7 nm – 5 nm and reaches a displacement amplitude of 2.5 nm at the electrode
edges. Hence, utilizing ring electrodes of ascending width placed equally apart around the
central dot electrode enhances the uniformity distribution and results in a equal sensing
performance radially across the QCM [60].
From this comparison, it is evident that for a fixed mass loading area, the ring-dot
electrode configurations improve the uniformity distribution but attain a lower mass
sensitivity in comparison to the conventional design. Dispersing the electrodes across the
QCM surface regulates the mass sensitivity radially but fails to exploit the existent energy
trapping. This in turn produces a lesser frequency shift and minimizes the mass sensitivity.
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This analysis suggests that for a fixed mass loading area and varying electrode
radius, the ring-dot electrode configuration demonstrates an improved uniformity
distribution. However, its mass sensitivity is found to decline as a result of spreading the
electrodes across the crystal. The investigations conducted in section 5.5 show that for a
fixed electrode radius, the ring electrode and ring-dot electrode configurations attain a
comparable mass sensitivity but does not exhibit an even uniformity distribution. In both
cases, the newer electrode configurations overlook the inherent energy trapping present in
the quartz crystal, which limits sensing performance. Hence, additional investigations are
conducted to identify and localize the energy trapping for QCM devices comprising
different mass loading area.
5.7 Distribution of Mass Loading Area based on Localizing Energy Trapping Effect
to Improve Mass Sensitivity
The energy trapping effect of the QCM regulates the distribution of mass sensitivity
across the electrode surface. In section 4.8 of chapter 4, an analysis was carried out to
investigate this effect by determining the influence of the mass loading area on the mass
sensitivity of the QCM. The outcome of this analysis revealed specific regions on the QCM
electrode which provided a higher resonant frequency shift due to mass loading.
Positioning the mass loading area on these regions provides a means to capture the energy
trapping effect and consequently enhance the mass sensitivity of the QCM while utilizing
lesser mass loading area.
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Figure 60. Mass loading area coverage is varied for QCM devices with electrode radii values of 1
mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, 4.25 mm, and 5.5 mm to determine the frequency shift for an added mass per unit
area of 20 μg/mm2.

In the following analysis, the influence of mass loading area on mass sensitivity is
investigated for a 5 MHZ QCM with different electrode radii values as shown in Figure
60. This determines the areas of opportunity on the QCM electrode that provide the
maximum resonant frequency shift for different electrode radii values.
Table 21. Design parameters of a 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode with changing radius
of mass loading area.

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

Alternating voltage

10 [V]

A 5 MHz QCM with electrode radii values of 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, 4.25 mm,
and 5.5 mm was built using the design parameters mentioned in Table 21, to determine the
influence of mass loading area on the mass sensitivity. Here, the mass loading area is
considered as a boundary layer of zero thickness present on the top electrode with an
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adsorption capability of 20 μg/mm2. The mass loading area of the QCM is varied for values
corresponding between 10% and 100% coverage of the entire top electrode.
Figure 61 shows a plot of the resonant frequency shift against the radius of mass
loading area for different electrode radii values. It can be seen that the resulting frequency
shift achieved by devices with a larger electrode radii is slightly greater than the frequency
shift observed for devices with smaller electrode radii, on complete mass loading of the
electrode.

Figure 61. 2D plot illustrating the resonant frequency shift vs radius of mass loading area (mm) for a 5
MHz QCM with different electrode radii values namely 1 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, 4.25 mm, 5.5 mm.

This is due to a larger electrode accommodating a greater mass loading area, which
produces a higher resonant frequency shift. However, the individual frequency shift values
observed while changing the mass loading area coverage on the QCM electrode depicts a
point on the electrode where the frequency shift observed is greater. This region of
opportunity providing the maximum frequency shift is witnessed to be distinct for different
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electrode radii values. The slope of the frequency shift attained while changing the
coverage of mass loading area on the electrode helps determine this maximum sensitivity
point on the electrode.

Figure 62. 2D plot illustrating the individual frequency shift values against the percentage of mass loading
area as the slope of frequency shift vs radius of mass loading area for electrode radii values 5.5 mm, 4.25
mm, 2.5 mm, 1.5 mm and 1 mm.

Figure 62 depicts the individual frequency shift values as the slope of frequency
shift produced while changing the mass loading area coverage for different electrode radii.
It can be seen that for larger radii devices such as 5.5 mm and 4.25 mm, the point of
maximum frequency shift is achieved closer to the center, at 30% coverage.
On decreasing the electrode radii, the maximum frequency shift point gradually
shifts rightwards towards more electrode coverage, namely 40%, 50% and 60% for
electrode radii values of 2.5 mm, 1.5 mm, and 1 mm, respectively. Hence, it is noticed that
smaller electrode radius achieves the maximum frequency shift point for a greater mass
loading area coverage, compared to devices with larger electrode radius.
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Based on this analysis, it can be seen that QCM with smaller electrode radii utilize
a greater mass loading area coverage to attain the maximum frequency shift point, which
evenly distributes the area of opportunity on the QCM electrode. Although larger electrode
radii devices attain a slightly higher total frequency shift, the maximum frequency shift
point is reached at a lesser mass loading area coverage, which shortens the area of
opportunity.
Hence, based on this analysis, collectively utilizing smaller electrodes in the place
of a larger conventional electrode facilitates an approach to improve the mass sensitivity
of the device by capitalizing the areas of opportunity on the QCM surface, while also
ensuring a higher mass sensitivity. Employing this concept, novel electrode configurations
of the QCM are developed based on distribution of the mass loading area to improve the
mass sensitivity. The novel electrode configurations are analyzed and contrasted with the
conventional electrode setup of the QCM.
5.7.1

Analysis of QCM with Novel Electrode Configuration based on Distribution
of Mass Loading Area for Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS) – Design 1
Utilizing the concept of mass loading area distribution to exploit the energy

trapping effect, the DAIS electrode configuration of the QCM is developed. In this
analysis, a 5 MHz QCM with the novel DAIS electrode configuration is analyzed to
determine the resonant frequency shift for an added mass. The DAIS is developed based
on collectively utilizing electrodes of lesser mass loading area to improve the mass
sensitivity of the QCM, while fixing the outer electrode radius value equal to the
conventional electrode configuration.
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Figure 63. 2D plot illustrating the individual frequency shift values against the percentage of mass loading
area as the slope of frequency shift vs percentage of mass loading area for electrode radii values 5.5 mm
and 1 mm.

For this analysis, the outcome of the investigation in section 5.7 involving a 5 MHz
QCM with an electrode radius of 5.5 mm is considered. From Figure 63 it can be seen that
the maximum frequency shift point for an electrode radius of 5.5 mm is achieved at 30%
of mass loading area coverage, which corresponds to an approximate mass loading area of
28 mm2, hence the electrode radius is fixed at 2.96 mm. Similarly for an electrode radius
of 1 mm, the maximum frequency shift point is achieved closer to 60% of mass loading
area coverage. Hence an electrode radius of 0.76 mm is considered for the smaller
electrodes to maximize the mass loading area coverage.
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Figure 64. Schematic view of (a) 5 MHz QCM with novel DAIS electrode configuration of outer radius of
2.96 mm comprising of several smaller circular electrodes of radius 0.76 mm (b) 5 MHz QCM with a
conventional circular electrode configuration of electrode radius 2.96 mm.

Figure 64 illustrates a 5 MHz QCM with the novel DAIS electrode configuration
built by collectively utilizing smaller electrodes in place of one large conventional circular
electrode, to improve the device mass sensitivity. For comparison, a 5 MHz QCM with a
conventional circular electrode of radius 2.96 mm was built. Table 22 mentions the
parameters utilized to design the 5 MHz QCM used in this analysis. The resonant frequency
and frequency shift was determined for an added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 to
evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 22. Design Parameters of a QCM with novel DAIS electrode configuration - Design 1

Parameter

Value

Quartz radius

10 [mm]

Quartz thickness

333 [μm]

Top outer electrode and
bottom electrode radius

2.96 [mm]

Electrode thickness

300 [nm]

voltage

10 [V]
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Table 23. Comparison of resonant frequency shift and mass sensitivity of the DAIS electrode configuration
and the conventional circular electrode configuration.

DAIS electrode – design 1

Conventional Circular Electrode

2

2

Mass loading area

22.21 mm

Frequency shift

F1 = 4.4565 MHz
F2 = 4.374 MHz
Δf = 82.5 kHz

F1 = 4.4445 MHz
F2 = 4.361 MHz
Δf = 83.5 kHz

Mass Sensitivity

182 Hz/µg mm2

151 Hz/µg mm2

27.52 mm

Table 23 presents the comparison of the resonant frequency shift and the mass
sensitivities of the QCM with DAIS electrode and circular electrode configurations. It can
be seen that the circular electrode configuration attains a higher frequency shift of 83.5
kHz and a mass sensitivity of 151 Hz/µg mm2. The DAIS electrode configuration achieves
a comparable frequency shift of 82.5 kHz and exhibits a higher mass sensitivity of 185
Hz/µg mm2 while possessing a noticeably lesser mass loading area.
5.7.2

Analysis of QCM with Novel Electrode Configuration based on Distribution
of Mass Loading Area for Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS) – Design 2
The DAIS electrode configuration – design 1 consists of multiple smaller circular

electrodes in place of a larger single electrode, to maximize the energy trapping. The DAIS
design – 1 comprised 7 circular electrodes in the center of the quartz, surrounded by 8
circular electrodes of radius 0.76 mm around the center.
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Figure 65. Schematic view of 5 MHz QCM with novel DAIS – design 2 electrode configuration of outer
radius of 2.96 mm comprising of a central circular electrode radius of 1.75 mm surrounded by smaller
circular electrodes of radius 0.76 mm.

For this analysis, a new DAIS electrode configuration is proposed to investigate the
effect of a single electrode in the place of multiple small electrodes in the center. The
central electrode area of the DAIS – design 1 consisting of 7 circular electrodes of radius
0.76 mm is replaced by a single circular electrode of radius 1.75 mm in the newer DAIS
model as illustrated in Figure 65. The outer electrode radius is kept unchanged at 2.96 mm.
The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an added mass per unit
area of 20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 24. Comparison of resonant frequency shift and mass sensitivity of the DAIS electrode
configurations design 1 and design 2

DAIS electrode – design 1
2

DAIS electrode – design 2
22.26 mm2

Mass loading area

22.21 mm

Frequency shift

F1 = 4.4565 MHz
F2 = 4.374 MHz
Δf = 82.5 kHz

F1 = 4.455 MHz
F2 = 4.3725 MHz
Δf = 82.5 kHz

Mass Sensitivity

186 Hz/µg mm2

185 Hz/µg mm2

Table 24 presents the comparison of the resonant frequency shift and the mass
sensitivities of the QCM with DAIS electrode configurations - design 1 and design 2. It
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can be seen that the DAIS electrode configuration - design 1 achieves a high frequency
shift of 82.5 kHz and exhibits a high mass sensitivity of 186 Hz/µg mm2. Similarly, the
DAIS electrode - design 2 achieves an equivalent frequency shift of 82.5 kHz and exhibits
a comparable mass sensitivity of 185 Hz/µg mm2 while possessing approximately equal
mass loading area. Hence, the analysis indicates that the central overlapping electrodes in
the DAIS configuration can be replaced by a singular electrode of equivalent mass loading
area. Hence, the influence of the surrounding electrodes of the DAIS configuration are
further investigated.
5.7.3

Analysis of QCM with Novel Electrode Configuration based on Distribution
of Mass Loading Area for Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS) – Design 3
The investigation conducted in section 5.7.3 revealed that employing an individual

electrode in place of overlapping smaller circular electrodes did not affect the sensing
performance of the DAIS electrode configuration. In this section, a new DAIS electrode
configuration is proposed to investigate the effect of smaller surrounding electrodes on the
device mass sensitivity.

Figure 66. Schematic figure of a 5 MHz QCM with 2.96 mm DAIS electrode - design 3 configuration
comprising 10 surrounding electrodes of 0.62 mm radius.
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The 5 MHz QCM with DAIS electrode – design 3 comprises a central circular
electrode of radius 1.75 mm surrounded by 10 circular electrodes of electrode radius of
0.62 mm as illustrated in Figure 66. For a fair comparison, the outer electrode radius is kept
constant at 2.96 mm. The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an
added mass per unit area of 20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 25. Comparison of resonant frequency shift and mass sensitivity of the DAIS electrode
configurations design 2 and design 3

DAIS electrode – design 2

DAIS electrode - design 3

Mass loading area

22.26 mm2

21.533 mm2

Frequency shift

F1 = 4.455 MHz
F2 = 4.3725 MHz
Δf = 82.5 kHz

F1 = 4.46 MHz
F2 = 4.378 MHz
Δf = 82 kHz

Mass Sensitivity

185 Hz/µg mm2

190 Hz/µg mm2

Table 25 presents a comparison between the resonant frequency shift and mass
sensitivity of the DAIS electrode - design 3 and the DAIS – design 2. The analysis shows
that the DAIS – design 3 comprising of the smaller surrounding electrodes achieves a
comparable frequency shift of 82 kHz and a higher mass sensitivity of 190 Hz/µg mm2
when compared to the prior DAISe – design 2 which achieves a mass sensitivity values of
185 Hz/µg mm2. This is a result of the smaller surrounding electrodes of the DAIS – design
3, which results in comparatively lesser mass loading area, thereby maximizing the mass
sensitivity.
Analogous to the DAIS electrode configuration, the ring-dot electrode
configuration comprises of a central circular electrode surrounded by a ring electrode. Both
the electrode configurations function based on the principle of distributing the electrode
area across the quartz crystal. Akin to the investigation conducted in this section, it was
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observed in section 5.4.1 that changing the ring electrode width of the ring-dot electrode
configuration influenced the mass sensitivity of the QCM. Hence, there exists a potential
similarity between the surrounding electrodes of the DAIS configuration and the ring
electrode of the ring-dot configuration. Therefore, the comparison between the DAIS
electrode configuration and the ring-dot electrode is further investigated in the forthcoming
section.
5.7.4

Comparison of QCM with a Ring-dot Electrode Configuration with the Novel
Electrode Configuration based on Distribution of Mass Loading Area for
Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS)
The ring-dot electrode configuration of the QCM was proposed as a concept of

distributing the electrode area in order to attain a uniform distribution of mass sensitivity
across the QCM. On the other hand, the DAIS configuration seeks to improve the device
mass sensitivity by identifying and entrapping the areas of opportunity on the QCM surface
by collectively using smaller electrodes in the place of a larger conventional electrode.

Figure 67. Schematic view of (a) 5 MHz QCM with a ring-dot electrode configuration of electrode radius
2.96 mm (b) 5 MHz QCM with novel DAIS electrode configuration of outer radius of 2.96 mm comprising
of surrounding smaller circular electrodes of radius 0.76 mm.
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In this analysis, a 5 MHz QCM with the DAIS electrode configuration is compared
with a 5 MHz QCM with a ring-dot electrode configuration of similar mass loading area
and equal outer electrode radius as shown in Figure 67. For a fair comparison, the radius
of the central circular electrodes of the ring-dot electrode configuration and the DAIS
electrode configuration are kept approximately equal to 1.75 mm. The area of the ring
electrode in the ring-dot configuration and the total area of the surrounding circular
electrodes of the DAISe configuration are approximately equal to 12 mm2 (± 3%
difference). The gap length between the ring and dot electrodes in the ring-dot electrode
configuration is equal to the overlap length between the central circular electrode and the
smaller surrounding electrodes in the DAISe configuration approximately equal to 0.4 mm.
The resonant frequency and frequency shift was determined for an added mass per unit
area of 20 μg/mm2 to evaluate the mass sensitivity.
Table 26. Comparison of resonant frequency shift and mass sensitivity of a 5 MHz QCM with Ring-dot
electrode configuration and DAIS electrode configurations

Ring-Dot Electrode
2

DAIS - design 2
22.26 mm2

Mass loading area

21.8 mm

Frequency shift

F1 = 4.4765 MHz
F2 = 4.3975 MHz
Δf = 79 kHz

F1 = 4.455 MHz
F2 = 4.3725 MHz
Δf = 82.5 kHz

Mass Sensitivity

180 Hz/µg mm2

185 Hz/µg mm2

Table 26 presents the comparison of the resonant frequency shift and the mass
sensitivity of the ring-dot electrode and the DAIS electrode configuration. The QCM with
DAIS electrode configuration achieves a higher resonant frequency shift of 82.5 kHz and
a higher mass sensitivity of 185 Hz/µg mm2. Comparatively, the QCM with ring-dot
electrode configuration attains a lower resonant frequency shift of 79 kHz and a subsequent
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mass sensitivity value of 180 Hz/µg mm2. Therefore, it is shown that distributing the
electrode area based on the DAIS approach enhances the device mass sensitivity and
exhibits a higher resonant frequency shift in comparison with the ring-dot electrode
configuration of equal mass loading area. Furthermore, the uniformity distribution of the
electrode configurations is contrasted to analyze the radial mass sensitivity distribution
across the different QCM electrodes.
5.8 Comparison of the Uniformity Distribution of QCM with a Conventional Circular
Electrode, Ring-dot Electrode and the Novel Electrode Configuration based on
Distribution of Mass Loading Area for Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS)
The uniformity distribution of the QCM depicts the radial mass sensitivity
distribution across the mass loading area. In this section, the uniformity distribution of the
conventional circular electrode, ring-dot electrode and the novel DAIS electrode
configurations investigated under the subsections of 5.7 are analyzed and contrasted to
determine the sensing performance across the electrode. To estimate the mass sensitivity
distribution across the QCM electrode, the area under the uniformity curve is evaluated
(using the trapezoid rule).
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Table 27. Comparison of mass sensitivity and area under the uniformity curve for a 5 MHz QCM with
circular electrode, ring-dot electrode configuration and the novel DAIS electrode configuration

Circular Electrode
2

Ring-Dot
Electrode
2

DAIS - design 2
2

DAIS – design 3
2

Mass loading
area

27.52 mm

Mass
Sensitivity

151 Hz/µg mm2

180 Hz/µg mm2

185 Hz/ µg mm2

190 Hz/µg mm2

Area under
curve
(uniformity
area)

96 mm2

80 mm2

91 mm2

82 mm2

21.8 mm

22.26 mm

21.533 mm

Figure 68. 2D plot of amplitude of displacement across the QCM surface comparing the uniformity
distribution of QCM with a conventional circular electrode, a ring-dot electrode and DAIS electrode design
2 and design 3 comprising an outer electrode radius of 2.96 mm.

Figure 68 illustrates the uniformity distribution of the conventional circular
electrode, ring-dot electrode, and the DAIS electrode - design 2, and 3 with equal outer
electrode radius of 2.96 mm. It can be seen that the conventional circular electrode
configuration attains a higher displacement amplitude of approximately 23 nm at the
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center, however the displacement amplitude drops to the range of 10 – 15 nm in the radial
direction near the electrode edges. On estimating the area under curve, the uniformity area
of the circular electrode configuration was found to be 96 mm2.
The ring-dot electrode configuration exhibits a poor uniformity distribution, despite
comprising a distributed electrode setup. This is due to the large dot electrode and a
comparatively smaller ring electrode area which diminishes the uniformity distribution.
The displacement amplitude at the center is found to be nearly 21 nm, which is seen to
reduce to the range of 5 – 10 nm near the electrode edges, thereby resulting in a narrower
uniformity distribution. The uniformity area of the ring-dot electrode configuration was
evaluated as 80 mm2.
The uniformity distribution of the DAIS – design 2 is found to be similar to the
conventional circular electrode configuration, while possessing lesser mass loading area.
It attains a displacement amplitude of approximately 23 nm at the center, which is observed
to decrease radially to the range of 10 – 15 nm near the electrode edges. The uniformity
area of the DAIS - design 2 was estimated as 91 mm2. Hence, for a 19% lesser mass loading
area, there is only a 5% decrease in the uniformity distribution of the DAIS – design 2 in
comparison with the conventional circular electrode. Table 27 shows that the DAISe –
design 2 also attains a comparable frequency shift, and a higher mass sensitivity of 185
Hz/µg mm2 compared to the conventional circular electrode configuration.
The uniformity distribution of the DAIS – design 3 is found to be constrained in
comparison with the DAIS – design 2 and the conventional circular electrode
configuration. This is due to the smaller size of the surrounding electrodes as seen in section
5.7.3, which results in a noticeably lesser mass loading area. The uniformity area of the
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DAIS - design 3 was estimated as 82 mm2. Hence, for a 22% lesser mass loading area, there
is only a 14% decrease in the uniformity distribution of the DAIS – design 3, in comparison
with the conventional circular electrode. The DAIS – design 3 also attains a comparable
frequency shift, and a higher mass sensitivity of 190 Hz/µg mm2 in contrast with the
conventional circular electrode configuration.
The analysis results depict that the QCM electrodes designed using DAIS approach
provide a competent sensing performance by capitalizing on the inherent energy tapping
effect. Their ability to attain a higher mass sensitivity and retain the uniformity, while
utilizing lesser mass loading area serves as a novel proof of principle for sensing
applications. Investigating the DAIS approach to build a plausibly optimized QCM
electrode configuration could further improve the mass sensitivity of the device for a lesser
mass loading area. Thereby enabling the DAIS approach for fabricating potential
candidates for sensing in environments with low analyte concentration.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, the structure, mechanism, and operating parameters of several
micromachined gas sensing technologies functioning based on electrical response, optical
response, and acoustic response have been investigated. Based on the conducted
investigation, the Quartz Crystal Microbalance was selected for analyses, for its potential
to achieve a high sensitivity, while possessing a low cost, an uncomplicated design and
fabrication process. The QCM is a simple device operating based on the inversepiezoelectric principle. It comprises a quartz crystal sandwiched between a set of
electrodes. On application of an electric voltage, the QCM starts to oscillate at the
fundamental resonant frequency, in the thickness shear vibration mode.
The sensing mechanism of the QCM involves a change in its resonant frequency
on mass loading due to analyte interaction. The Sauerbrey’s equation elucidates this linear
relationship between the frequency shift and the added mass. The ratio of the change in
resonant frequency due to a change in mass is known as the mass sensitivity of the QCM.
The uniformity distribution parameter is used to determine the radial distribution of mass
sensitivity across the QCM. The uniformity distribution of the conventional QCM surface
was found to be gaussian in nature due to build up of acoustic energy in the quartz crystal.
This was found to happen because of the inherent energy trapping effect.
COMSOL Multiphysics simulations were conducted to analyze the sensing
performance of a 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode based on the
influence of critical design parameters. This includes the radius and thickness of the quartz
crystal, the radius and thickness of the electrodes, the mass loading area, and the electrode
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configuration itself. The simulation results for the influence of thickness showed that a
thinner quartz crystal provided a higher resonant frequency and consequently a higher
frequency shift. On analyzing the electrode thickness, it was found that a thinner electrode
contributed to a higher resonant frequency shift. The investigation of influence of electrode
and quartz radius on mass sensitivity showed that the frequency shift did not noticeably
vary on changing the parameters respectively, hence the mass sensitivity remained
unaffected. Furthermore, a relatively new approach was taken to investigate the mass
loading area present on the QCM to locate regions providing a higher frequency shift. The
analysis indicated a maximum frequency shift point on the mass loading area which depicts
a region of opportunity. Hence, mass loading on these areas of opportunity on the QCM
electrode can plausibly improve the device sensing performance by utilizing the energy
trapping.
Furthermore, COMSOL Multiphysics software was utilized to determine the
sensing performance of different electrode configurations of the QCM. A 5 MHz QCM
with conventional circular electrode, ring electrode and the new ring-dot electrode
configuration of equal electrode radii were designed and compared based on the mass
sensitivity and uniformity distribution. The simulation results showed that the circular
electrode configuration attained a mass sensitivity of 211 Hz/µg mm2 while possessing an
uneven uniformity distribution, due to the energy trapping effect. On the other hand, the
ring electrode configuration achieved a higher mass sensitivity of 221 Hz/µg mm2
however, it exhibited an unequal uniformity distribution due to the lack of electrode in the
center. The ring-dot electrode configuration attained a comparable mass sensitivity of 202
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Hz/µg mm2 while possessing an approximately even uniformity distribution across the
electrode.
The ring-dot electrode configuration was further investigated and contrasted with
the conventional circular electrode for its potential to enhance the uniformity distribution.
For a fixed mass loading area, a 5 MHz QCM with a conventional circular electrode, ringdot electrode and 2 ring-dot electrode configuration were contrasted based on the mass
sensitivity and uniformity distribution. The analysis revealed that the circular electrode
configuration was found to achieve the highest mass sensitivity of 211 Hz/µg mm2,
followed by the ring-dot electrode configuration which achieved a mass sensitivity of 174
Hz/µg mm2. The 2 ring-dot electrode configuration was found to attain the lowest mass
sensitivity of 119 Hz/µg mm2. On comparing the uniformity distribution, it was found that
the ring-dot electrode and the 2 ring-dot electrode configurations achieved an enhanced
uniformity distribution, compared to the conventional circular electrode configuration
which exhibited a narrower uniformity distribution. This showed that dispersing the
electrodes to improve uniformity without identifying and localizing the energy trapping
effect potentially diminishes the device sensing performance.
Based on the conducted investigations, a novel approach was proposed to identify
and capture the energy trapping effect by distributing the mass loading area on the quartz
crystal. This was done by analyzing the influence of mass loading area on the mass
sensitivity of QCM with different electrode radii, to determine their areas of opportunity.
It was found that larger electrode devices did not adequately utilize the energy trapping
effect to attain the maximum frequency shift point, in comparison to smaller electrode
devices. Hence, collectively utilizing smaller electrode devices in places of a larger
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singular electrode potentially improves the device mass sensitivity. Utilizing this approach,
newly developed electrode configurations termed electrodes based on Distribution of Area
for Improving Mass Sensitivity (DAIS) were investigated and compared with the circular
electrode, and the new ring-dot electrode configurations based on mass sensitivity and
uniformity distribution parameters. Furthermore, the uniformity distribution of the
electrode configurations was determined as uniformity area by evaluating the area under
the uniformity curve.
The simulation results indicated that the conventional circular electrode
configuration achieved a mass sensitivity of 151 Hz/ µg mm2. The corresponding
uniformity area was found to be 96 mm2, while possessing a larger mass loading area. The
ring-dot electrode configuration was found to achieve a higher mass sensitivity of 180 Hz/
µg mm2, while exhibiting a lesser uniformity area of 80 mm2.
It was found that the DAIS – design 2 electrode configuration comprising a central
electrode encircled by surrounding circular electrodes, achieved a higher mass sensitivity
of 185 Hz/ µg mm2. The uniformity area of the DAIS – design 2 was found to be 91 mm2.
Hence, for a 19% lesser mass loading area, there was only a 5% decrease in the uniformity
distribution in comparison with the conventional circular electrode. On the other hand, the
DAIS – design 3 electrode configuration comprising a central electrode encircled by
smaller surrounding circular electrodes achieved a higher mass sensitivity of 190 Hz/µg
mm2. The corresponding uniformity area of the DAIS – design 3 was found to be 82 mm2.
Thus, for a 22% lesser mass loading area, there was only a 14% decrease in the uniformity
distribution of the DAIS – design 3, in comparison with the conventional circular electrode.
Hence, the proposed novel DAIS electrode configurations exhibit an enhanced sensing
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performance by achieving a higher mass sensitivity, while retaining the uniformity
distribution in comparison with the conventional electrode configuration. This further
empowers the scope for implementing QCM sensors comprising the DAIS electrode
configuration for sensing in environments with lower analyte concentration.

Future Work
The proposed concept in this research serves as a proof of principle for developing
QCM sensors comprising novel electrode configurations based on distribution of mass
loading area. QCM devices developed using the proposed novel approach can be further
investigated and potentially optimized to achieve a higher mass sensitivity for different
applications with a better sensing performance. These optimized devices can further be
fabricated for electrical characterization using advanced microfabrication techniques
commonly utilized in QCM fabrication. The sensing electrode of the fabricated QCM
devices can be functionalized with sensing material for analyte-specific sensing
applications. Furthermore, the proposed design can be extended to design an array of
sensors functionalized with individual sensing layers to enable detection of multiple
analyte gasses in environmental monitoring applications.
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